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ABSTRACT

In 1968, Dietrich Braess introduced the “Braess Paradox” which is a scenario where the
construction of a new link in a traffic network causes or worsens congestion in the transportation
network system, thus increasing the total travel time for users. This concept has now been
extended to electrical network systems, some liquid pipeline networks, computer networks and
general mathematical research. Researchers have been able to show that under certain conditions,
the Braess Paradox occurs in all of these systems. The primary objective of this research is to
observe the effects of Braess’ Paradox in natural gas pipeline networks, and possible methods of
optimizing natural gas flow with this knowledge.
Currently, no research has been carried out concerning the effects of the Braess Paradox
in natural gas pipeline networks. Upon reviewing some of the research that has already been
carried out in electrical network systems and some pipe network systems, we have now
demonstrated that there are conditions under which the Braess Paradox occurs in natural gas
systems. Being able to determine the conditions under which this might occur would definitely
aid optimization of natural gas pipeline network systems in designing the structures and in
selecting the pipe routes.
We ran several simulations using small gas networks, ranging from single-pipe cases to
Wheatstone structures and five-pipe structures, to much larger networks with as many as 100
pipes. Based on our research, we have concluded that there are conditions where we will observe
the paradox in networks with four or more pipes, depending on the topology of the network, the
conductivity of the pipes, and the ratio of flow in the inlet (supply) and outlet (demand) nodes.
For the much larger network with 100 pipes or more, we also observe the occurrence of the
iii

paradox by reducing the networks to Ward equivalents of the smaller network structures, and
observing the sensitivity of flow parts of the large network to slight changes in gas demand.
Performing these tests has enabled us observe that indeed, our hypothesis about the occurrence
of the paradox in Natural Gas networks, was true.
The work also proposes an economic model that studies the costs involved with
observing the paradox within an already-existing network, and how this affects the decisionmaker’s net present value (NPV) for that particular network. Based on the NPV, the decisionmaker can decide whether to shut down the pipeline causing the paradox, or to completely
remove the pipeline from the network. Otherwise, doing nothing about the paradox will result in
loss of money over the life of the project.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The role of natural gas as a clean energy source, especially in the non-transportation
sector, has been continually growing over the past few decades. Figure 1.1 shows how the
consumption of natural gas and crude oil have grown in the past few years (2005- 2012). Starting
at 19% 20 years ago, as at 2006, natural gas accounts for 23% of the world’s total energy, while
crude oil provides 34% of the world’s total energy (EIA, 2012). Consequently, the dramatic
increase in natural gas consumption has led to more construction of pipeline transportation
systems. In the United States, the natural gas pipeline network is a highly integrated transmission
and distribution grid that can transport natural gas to and from virtually any location in the lower
48 states.
According to the Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2012), the natural gas
pipeline grid in the U.S. comprises of:
o Over 210 natural gas pipeline systems
o Approximately 305,000 miles of interstate and intrastate transmission pipelines.
o Over 1400 compressor stations that maintain pressure on the natural gas pipeline network
and assure continuous forward movement of gas supplies
o More than 11,000 delivery points (or nodes), 5000 receipt (demand) points, and 1400
interconnection points that provide for the transfer of natural gas throughout the United
States
o 24 hubs or market centers that provide additional interconnections
o 400 underground natural gas storage facilities
o 49 locations where natural gas can be imported/exported via pipelines
o 8 LNG (liquefied natural gas) import facilities and 100 LNG peaking facilities

Figure 1.1: Showing the growth of Natural Gas Consumption in the World, relative to Crude Oil Consumption for
the past few years (2005 – 2011), according to the Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2012).

Figure 1.2: Showing the growth of Proved Natural Gas Reserves in the United States for 1999 – 2009, according to
the Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2012).
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Figure 1.2 shows the growth of natural gas reserves in the United States over a 20 year period.
We observe that especially in the past 10 years, there has been a continuous growth of proven
reserves. Figure 1.3 shows the division of the lower 48 States into six regions: Northeast,
Southeast, Midwest, Southwest, Central, and West. A proper understanding of demand and
supply of natural gas for these separate regions provides insight needed for future transportation
requirements across the United States, on how to stretch the limited gas resources to meet the
increasing demand. (EIA, 2012)

Figure 1.3: Showing the Natural Gas Centers/Hubs relative to Natural Gas Transportation Corridors, 2009 according
to the Energy Information Administration, Office of Oil and Gas, Natural Gas Division, Natural Gas Market Hubs
Database, as of April 2009 (EIA, 2012).
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A highly complex transportation system consisting of several pipelines, compressor
stations, and other equipment, is required to effectively transport the natural gas from the
producing regions to the areas of consumption. Often times, the gas has to travel hundreds to
thousands of miles from the wellhead to the consumption points.
The main pipes involved in the natural gas transportation process are the gathering
system, the ‘distribution’ grids, and the pipelines. Gathering systems typically consist of low
pressure, low diameter pipelines that transport the gaseous hydrocarbon mixtures from wellheads
to surface facilities. Pipelines can be characterized as interstate or intrastate. Interstate pipelines
carry natural gas across state boundaries, in some cases across the country. Intrastate pipelines,
on the other hand, transport natural gas within a particular state. After the natural gas has
undergone necessary treatment, it is delivered to the distribution grids at the gates of cities or
industrial zones. (NaturalGas.org, 2012)
Natural gas pipelines are subject to regulatory oversight, which determines the manner in
which pipeline companies must operate. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
regulates interstate pipeline companies as common carriers, or transportation-service companies.
Additionally, state authorities regulate intrastate pipelines for economic regulatory purposes.
Unlike FERC-regulated entities, intrastate pipeline operators often own supplies transported on
their systems and act as natural gas merchants (Menon, 2005). For example, the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission (PUC) regulates the intrastate pipelines. The Energy Information
Administration (EIA, 2012) estimates that intrastate capacity exceeds 32 Bcf per day and
intrastate pipeline systems extend over 76,000 miles.

4

1.1 IMPORTANCE OF OPTIMIZATION

Figure 1.4 shows the expansion of pipelines in the US between the years of 1998 and
2008, with over 20,000 miles of new natural gas transmission pipelines, representing more than
97 billion cubic feet per day of capacity added within 10 years. Much of the growth was driven
by the need to access new supply sources (such as imports from Canada and expanding
production from new natural gas fields) and to meet the increasing demand from new naturalgas-fired electric power plants. (Tobin, 2008)

Figure 1.4: Showing the expansion of Natural Gas Networks across the US between 1998 and 2008. Source: Tobin,
2008.
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The current economic downturn and increased activity in unconventional gas resources
such as shale gas, has limited financing options for projects and contributed to a significant
decline in natural gas market prices (EIA, 2012). However, with increasing consumption of
natural gas, there is the need for continual improvement of the existing pipeline infrastructure, to
meet the growing demand needs, as there already particular constraints associated with each
constructed pipeline. By improving the pipeline infrastructure, the network operators will be able
to save on costs for the transportation of natural gas to the end users.
In the construction and design of natural gas pipeline networks, there are several
processes involved in ensuring that all possible safety concerns are met, while meeting the
natural gas demand needs, construction schedules, and seasonal weather conditions in the most
physically and economically efficient manner. The assembling of each pipeline to form a
network is an intricate process, with each pipe being installed in a sequence of repetitive steps
(NaturalGas.org, 2012).
In the pipeline network development and expansion, the pipeline company needs to
determine possible routes for the new pipelines. The pipeline construction company must assess
alternative routes for the pipeline, and then select a final route – based on their budget, and
physical efficiency. Primary concerns in choosing adequate routes include – but are not limited
to – what communities need service, what environmental areas and population centers might be
intersected, how to minimize or avoid damage to the environment, what natural resources might
be impacted, and what other infrastructure systems lay along the route. (PHMSA, 2012)
An understanding of the Braess’ Paradox, which was initially introduced in traffic
network systems and how it affects natural gas pipeline networks could be very beneficial in
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determining what possible routing designs should be employed. In some cases, it might not be
necessary to place additional links in already existing networks, as these links might be a cause
for flow reversals or redirection of gas flow in the system, leading to an increase in required
horsepower to run the network at fixed supply and demand rates. Testing the networks for the
occurrence of Braess’ Paradox will help in efficiently deciding where the pipeline companies can
introduce pipe links to a system without affecting the gas flow or total system differential
pressures.
For already existing systems, simulations can be done to determine if the networks
require less horsepower to transport a fixed amount of gas, without certain pipes present in the
system. In some cases, it may not be economical to remove these pipes now, but it would help in
better decision-making processes in the future and save the pipeline companies future
construction costs for similar systems (that is, systems with the same capacity or demand/supply
requirements).
The following chapter reviews previous research that has been carried out concerning
Braess’ Paradox in networks similar to natural gas pipeline networks, and previous research that
has been carried out concerning optimization of natural gas pipeline network systems. In Chapter
3, we discuss the primary objective and contributions of the thesis. In Chapter 4, we derive
conditions for the occurrence of the paradox in small (less than five pipes) natural gas pipeline
networks, also showing examples of cases in which the paradox occurs. In Chapter 5, we use a
real gas network system for an illustrative case study on how to test for the paradox in larger
network systems. In Chapter 6, we analyze the possible economic benefits quantifying the effects
of Braess’ paradox in natural gas networks. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses our conclusions from
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the results we obtained, as well as the benefits of such research to the Natural Gas industry, and
future research that can be done regarding Braess’ Paradox in natural gas networks.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This project focuses on the improvement of natural gas pipeline network systems by
exploring the effects of the Braess Paradox in such systems. Therefore, the related literature is
thoroughly reviewed and discussed in the following sections.

2.1 OPTIMIZATION OF NATURAL GAS PIPELINE NETWORKS

Natural gas pipeline networks are used to transport natural gas from wellhead to consumer.
These pipelines are highly pressurized, utilizing various compressor stations along the pipeline
that help move the gas over long distances. Many complex factors affect the operating costs for
pipeline networks, therefore requiring all contributing factors (actual pipelines, compressor fuels,
controllers etc) in the network systems to operate properly. Ideally, all optimization studies try to
ensure that the network designs – pipe connections, compressor locations, etc. – in reference to
demand and supply locations, are connected in such a way as to supply the natural gas demanded
at the collection points while using minimal required pressure and number of compressors. The
primary objectives in most pipeline optimization processes are:
1. To meet the demand requirements and contractual obligations at various points in the gas
network, and
2. To minimize the fuel consumption and maintenance requirements in the entire network.

9

Several researchers (Larson and Wong, 1968; Graham, Maxwell and Vallone, 1971;
Cheeseman, 1971; Martch and McCall, 1972; Uraikul et al., 2000; and Tabkhl et al., 2009) have
attempted to solve optimization problems for natural gas pipeline networks in various different
ways. However, most of this research was concerned with straight pipeline systems that do not
have branches or loops.
Larson and Wong (1968) focused on optimizing the inlet and outlet pressures of
compressing stations under fixed conditions of diameter and length of pipe as well as the number
of stations in a straight pipeline system. Martch and McCall (1972) improved on this model by
adding branches to form a network system, employing both parallel and series connections, and
varying the pipe diameters. Cheeseman (1971) and Graham et al. (1971) attempted network
optimization with a commercial program that focused on solving for system pressures for the
single-phase gas network in a steady-state flow.
Bhaskaran and Salzborn (1979) studied the optimization of an isolated natural gas
network in a desert environment. By studying the network in isolation, there are no constraints of
the networks geometry and so optimal positions for the pipe diameters and node points are
determined. In doing this, they were able to develop several optimal network designs.
Lall and Percell (1990) developed a gas pipeline optimizer (GPO) that would determine
the discharge pressures at stations and ways to reduce the fuel consumption at each compressor
station in the network. The GPO aims at meeting the minimum flowrate and delivery pressure
requirements throughout the network. Uraikul et al. (2000) also developed a decision tool to
optimize natural gas pipeline operations. The purpose of the tool is to aid the dispatcher (who
operates the system) in handling tasks in a more efficient and consistent manner. Therefore, their
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system aims at optimizing the dispatcher’s job, as opposed to optimization of the actual network
structure.
Chebouba et al. (2009) studied the optimization of natural gas pipelines using ant colony
optimization (ACO). They had a system composed of compressing stations linked by pipelegs
and the objective function was the power consumed in these stations. The decision variables used
were the discharge pressure for each compressor station and the operating compressor number.
This ACO algorithm was then applied to real-life situations and compared to other optimization
techniques.
In 2008, Tabkhl et al. created a mathematical model for evaluating natural gas pipeline
networks under hydrogen injection. The purpose of the hydrogen injection was to treat the fuelminimizing problem in compressor stations, observing the amount of hydrogen that would need
to be added to the natural gas to optimize flow, without decreasing the transmission power of the
compressors. Tabkhl et al. (2009) found that compressor stations typically consume 3-5% of the
transported gas. Therefore they studied a very simple network and then a very complex network
(with several loops and nodes) to find operating guidelines such that the total fuel consumption
could be reduced, based on the network treatment.
Li et al. (2010) recently studied the operation efficiency of pipelines along with gas
prices and management costs. They created an optimization system that considers the flow
constraints at each node, pressure constraints of the pipelines, compressor constraints, as well as
valve and hydraulic constraints of the system. This system was built to optimize operation
conditions of distribution networks, gathering systems and gas trunk lines.
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2.2 THE BRAESS PARADOX IN VARIOUS SYSTEMS
In 1968, Dietrich Braess published a paper that showed that the construction of a new
road causes or worsens congestion in a transportation network system, thus increasing the cost to
users. That is, the total vehicle-minutes are not reduced in the system with the addition of a new
link (Murchland, 1970). In 2005, Anna Nagurney, a professor at the University of Massachusetts,
translated Braess’ article to English with assistance from Tina Wakolbinger (Nagurney et al.,
2005).
With time, this finding by Braess became well-known as “Braess’ Paradox of Traffic
Flow,” (Pas and Principio, 1997) but has also become a subject of considerable discussion and
research by mathematicians and scientific researchers in areas such as internet traffic systems,
electrical networks and general physical pipe network systems (Steinberg and Zangwill, 1983;
Dafermos and Nagurney, 1984; Calvert and Keady, 1991; Calvert and Keady, 1993; Arnott and
Small, 1994).

2.2.1 Transportation Networks
Braess (1968) showed that the construction of a new road causes or worsens traffic in a
transportation network system. The Braess’ paradox occurs because users attempt to minimize
their own travel time while ignoring the effect their decisions might have on other travelers. The
“user cost” in this case is the time it takes motorists to reach their final destination. If a traffic
pattern exists that reduces the user cost of some travelers, without increasing the user cost of any
traveler, this pattern is clearly of interest to travel-planners. In its general form, the Braess
Paradox defines exactly such situations. Once such a traffic pattern is determined, incentives or
12

tolls can be imposed to encourage travelers to follow such distributions (Hagstrom and Abrams,
2001).
According to Bazzan (2005), although Braess’ studies on the paradox suggest that the
“user cost” is affected by the network itself and not the users, it is hard to confirm whether or not
there is a user component which plays an important role. The human effect is hard to quantify
because drivers will always seek to maximize individual payoffs, which leads to suboptimal
global distribution of traffic on the roads. Also, increasing demand for mobility in society leads
to rapid obsolescence of the traffic network (Bazzan, 2005).
Figure 2.1 shows a simple transportation network with a single origin node a, and a
single destination node d. This network is of the same configuration as that used by Braess
(1968) and most of the researchers who have subsequently addressed the paradox. Figure 2.1(a)
shows the network before addition of the new link bc, while Figure 2.1(b) shows the network
after the addition of this link. Figure 2.1(c) shows the two different travel routes (abd and acd)
available from a to d in the four-link network shown in Fig. 2.1(a), while Fig. 2.1(d) shows the
additional route (abcd) from a to d that is made possible by the addition of the bridge, bc. It is
assumed that the links ab and cd are bottleneck situations where the travel time increases rapidly
as a function of the flow on the link.
It is assumed that the demand is inelastic in this system. That is, the number of people
that are traveling from position a to d will remain constant, regardless of the traffic situation.
From Fig. 2.1(c) and Fig. 2.1(d), we observe that the addition of the new link provides three
possible routes of traffic flow (abd, acd, and abcd). One would expect that the expansion of the
network would relieve traffic flow, thereby reducing the total travel time for each user. However,
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this is not necessarily the case. Braess showed that the addition of the link bc actually increases
the total travel time for users, under most circumstances.
Pas and Principio (1997) have shown that there are certain conditions under which the
paradox does not occur, which are dependent on the parameters of the specific problem (the link
congestion functions and the demand for travel). They showed that if demand for travel is less
than some lower bound or exceeds some upper bound, then the paradox does not occur. When
the demand exceeds the upper bound, no one uses the additional link bc because the advantage it
initially presents is nullified by the increase in travel time on the bottleneck portions of the
network (ab and cd).

d

d

b

b

c

a

c

a

(a) Four-link network

d

(b) Five-link network

d

d

b

b

c

c
a

a
a

(c) Two possible routes
in the four-link network

(d) Additional route created
by the new link bc

Fig. 2.1. Description of the network and identification of alternate routes (Pas and Principio, 1997)
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Penchina (1997) worked on a simple anti-symmetric two-path network that exhibits
known effects of Braess’ Paradox, naming it the “Minimal Critical Network.” This network
demonstrates the paradox with the minimum number of independent parameters, a minimum of
mathematical complexity and a maximum Braess penalty (where the paradox occurs because of
the addition of the new route). By studying this simpler network, it served as a way to analyze
sensitivity to general non-linear cost-functions, elastic demand, changes in parameters, two-way
bridges, tolls and other ways of controlling the paradox, and diverse populations of users.
Penchina and Penchina (2003) went on to study a network of strings and springs exhibiting
counter-intuitive behavior similar to Braess’ Paradox and found that when a string is cut, the load
rises instead of falling.
In 2001, Hagstrom and Abrams found that if vehicular traffic is likened to a continuum of
players in a game, a Wardrop user-equilibrium corresponds to Nash equilibrium in the field of
game theory. In game theory, if a vector of player strategies is such that any change made by a
single player would cause some player to have a smaller payoff, it is said to be strongly Pareto
optimal. Therefore, the general definition of Braess’ Paradox corresponds to the property that
Nash’ equilibrium does not have to be strongly Pareto optimal.
Similar research on the connection of the game theory to Braess’ Paradox, was carried
out by Easley and Steinberg (2010). They studied a symmetric network, adding a bridge with a
travel time of zero (see Figure 2.2), regardless of the number of cars on it. Symmetric networks
refer to networks with the same travel time occurring on the lines parallel to each other in the
network. As Braess (1968) had previously observed, the addition of this bridge increased traffic
in the network, to the detriment of all. Easley and Steinberg (2010) argue that the behavior is not,
in fact, paradoxical but could be expected. This behavior is likened to the Prisoner’s Dilemma,
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where for two prisoners facing charges, both players are better off when the only option is NotConfess, compared to when the Confess option is added. However, it’s more reasonable to view
the analogous Braess Paradox as more paradoxical, at an intuitive level, since “upgrading” the
network is typically a good thing but in this case, makes things worse.
Rapoport et al.(2005) extended research on Braess’ Paradox by observing whether the
occurrence of the paradox was limited to simple symmetric networks, or whether it would also
apply to more complex, asymmetric settings. Through their studies were on simple asymmetric
networks, they were able to conclude that Braess’ Paradox is rather robust, and extends past the
simple asymmetric networks. However, they still recommended further research on more
complex networks that a relatively similar to real life traffic networks.

Fig. 2.2. Symmetric Network Studied by Easley and Kleinberg (2010). Highway network (left) is modified by
adding bridge C-D (right) with zero travel time across bridge

Bazzan and Klugl (2005) studied the effects of giving route recommendation to drivers
in order to divert them to a situation in which the effects of the paradox are reduced, and found
that it is useful to manipulate the route information given to agents. Two contributions were
presented: a generalized cost function for the abstract model, which is valid for any number of
drivers, and the calibration and results for a microscopic simulation, where the cost functions are
not necessary anymore. These are replaced in the microscopic simulation by the real commuting
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time perceived by each driver. In all cases they used a learning mechanism to allow drivers to
adapt to the changes in the environment. Different rates of drivers received route
recommendation with different rates of acceptance.
Trebbi and Bombardini (2011) created a model that assesses gains from network
distortions in cities in the United States and Italy, resulting from excluding traffic along certain
paths and degrading the network connectivity. Their results showed that the distortion studies are
potentially very valuable, especially in the larger cities, and that Braess’ paradox does indeed
exist in these city networks. Lee and Holme (2012) also studied large cities around the world,
specifically observing and incorporating the behavior of greedy navigators, and how the
modifications in the city networks show characteristics reminiscent of Braess’ paradox.

2.2.2 Computer Systems Networks
In the case of computer networks, the user cost would simply be an increased latency
observed in the system and possible loss of information. Roughgarden (2004) studied Braess’
Paradox, extending its severity beyond the original four-node network. Their studies showed that
Braess’ Paradox is impossible to detect efficiently, especially in large networks, and
improvement in performance that is achieved by removing edges can be arbitrarily large in these
networks.
Korilis et al. (1999) found that traditional capacity design methodologies, developed with
single-class network paradigm in mind, overlook the non-cooperative structure of modern
networks, therefore leaving them open to the occurrence of Braess’ paradox. They propose that
the paradox could be avoided when resources are added across the network, rather than on a
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local (e.g. single-link) scale, and when upgrades are focused on direct connections between the
sources and destinations. For example, with the Internet, which has a characteristic hierarchical
topology, it should be sufficient to uniformly upgrade just the “backbone” links, and still avoid
the paradox.
Roughgarden (2004) worked with a directed network in which every edge possessed a
latency function that specified the time needed to travel through the edge, given the amount of
congestion. They modeled their network as a “non-cooperative game” where the network users
are selfish and wish to travel from source s to destination t in as little time as possible, and the
route chosen by one user affects the congestion experienced by the other users. However, it is
assumed that each user controls a negligible portion of the overall network traffic, therefore the
Nash equilibria corresponds to s-t flows in which all paths have equal latency. Their studies were
able to show for some large networks, which sub-networks would perform best when used
selfishly, also pointing out which edges could be removed to obtain the best Nash equilibrium.
Therefore, a trivial algorithm was formulated from building an entire network, using the given
network of candidate edges.

2.2.3 Electrical Power Networks
The Wheatstone network is a graph consisting of four nodes, with four corresponding
edges on the boundary creating a diamond (or circular) shape, and a fifth edge connecting two of
the nodes across the interior of the network, splitting the network into two triangular (or
semicircular) subsystems (see Figure 2.3). This fifth edge is referred to as the “Wheatstone
bridge.”
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In electrical circuits, the “user cost” refers to the power generation and fuel consumption
costs required to meet the demand for electricity. Under certain conditions, connecting a
Wheatstone bridge to a formerly parallel network can actually increase the total user cost of the
network, by increasing the voltage drop across the entire circuit. This phenomenon is referred to
as the Braess Paradox (in electrical power networks).

½ of flow
D

A

Figure 2.3(a): half of the
flow between nodes A
and D follows each path

½ of flow

B

¼ of flow

½ of flow
D

A

½ of flow

¾ of flow

Figure 2.3(b): The additional
link BC (the Wheatstone
bridge) reroutes some traffic
exiting node B.

C

Figure 2.3: An illustration of the effects of the Wheatstone structure on flow in an Electrical Power System.
(Blumsack, 2006)

This suggests that regardless of the amount of traffic on a network, the user costs may
still increase, therefore indicating that the network itself, and not its users, may be the ultimate
problem. Therefore, managing flows or disconnecting certain network links may actually serve
to decrease congestion costs for all users (Blumsack and Ilic, 2006). Congestion in electrical
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power networks is said to occur when the transmission line reaches one of its pre-determined
operational limits. Blumsack (2006) found that relying on prices as they are currently calculated
may not optimize the electric power system. In certain cases, removing lines might relieve
constraints at a lower cost, and may therefore be a better way to upgrade the lines.
In 2005, Bjorndal and Jornesten studied deregulated electricity markets. The
interpretation of this type of market as a bi-level program showed the magnitude of errors that
could be made if the study did not take into account the physical constraints of the electrical grid,
or oversimplified the electrical network to a radial network. Therefore, further studies by
Bjorndal and Jornsten (2008) found that grid investments, which initially seem to be an
improvement on the grid, may be detrimental to social surplus. The possibility of such effects,
and the perceived incentives that they provide to different agents, are therefore taken into
consideration in the process of grid development and market development.
Pala et al.(2012) present evidence of the paradox in a two-branch semiconductor
mesoscopic network through experiments and simulations of quantum transport, showing that the
addition of a third branch can paradoxically induce transport inefficiency that results in a high
conductance drop of the network. Their studies are interesting because the paradox had only
previously been observed in macroscopic networks that are governed by classical laws of
physics.
Unlike the traffic network system, the flow of electricity through a network is governed
by Kirchoff’s laws (which are physical laws), and not primarily dependent on human factors.
Therefore, models of electrical networks are assumed to be more reliable in their findings, since
all affecting factors can be quantified mathematically.
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2.2.4 Pipe Networks
Very limited studies have been done thus far on Braess’ paradox and its relation to pipe
networks. Calvert and Keady (1991 and 1993) studied flows in physical networks with a
potential function defined over the nodes and a flow defined over the arcs (a). For these
networks, the flow on any arc a is a given increasing function of the difference in potential
(which is the head difference) between its initial and terminal node (or the supply and demand
nodes, as the case may be). For example, in water-supply pipe networks, the flow on any arc is
given as the head difference to a power s > 0 multiplied by a numerical factor ka. For pipe
networks that follow the Hazen-Williams’ rule with the same s value on all the arcs and a
constant amount of supply and demand, it has been found that the power usage is a nondecreasing function of the conductivity factor, ka. This type of network was defined as a type (H)
network (see Appendix for mathematical explanation). They also mention that there are no
conditions under which Braess’ paradox will occur in a two-terminal series-parallel network
structure, which we also concluded in our studies (see Chapter 4).
However, Calvert and Keady (1991) found that if every relationship between the flow
and potential is a power law with with different s values on each arc, the Braess’ paradox may
occur (given at least 6 pipes in the network structure). They define the occurrence of Braess’
paradox as the scenario in which the conductivity of a pipe in the network is increased and yet
more power is required to maintain the same consumptions. It is physically infeasible for natural
gas networks to have varying values of s on each pipeline, as it suggests gas flows from turbulent
pipes being directly connected to laminar flow pipes, and therefore this theory cannot be
extended to our studies – unless merely as a mathematical exercise.
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2.2.5 Virtual Cell Research
Theories of Braess’ Paradox have been extended into Virtual Cell research in the more
recent years, at the Department of Systems Biology at Harvard Medical School. Their studies
point out how Braess’ Paradox is a good illustration of how easily our intuitions about collective
interaction can be incorrect. Braess’ Paradox centers around the theory that car drivers seek to
minimize the time they get from point A to B, but cannot act independently of each other.
Likewise, molecules seek to minimize their free energy but collective interactions between the
molecules may influence individual behavior.
They found that even simple systems sometimes exhibit non-obvious behaviors, which
may be difficult to unravel using informal, intuitive reasoning. Mathematical disentanglement of
these behaviors has helped them in developing better intuition for how the system might behave.
Experiments are then undertaken to quantify and characterize phenotypic behavior in response to
signals. The data and insights from these experiments aid in building mathematical models of
signal transduction systems.

2.2.6 Real Life Scenarios
Braess’ Paradox has been observed in actual traffic patterns. The Seoul Project in South
Korea is one such example, but in an inverted manner. It was found that reducing the network
capacity improved the system’s effectiveness. In 2003, the mayor of Seoul, Lee Myung-bak,
began a plan to replace a six-lane highway, which carried about 160,000 cars a day, with a
restored Cheonggyecheon – public recreation space (Vidal, 2007). The highway was torn down
and replaced with a five-mile-long park. Two years later it was found that the destruction of the
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huge downtown freeway didn’t create a traffic gridlock, but actually improved the city’s traffic,
to the surprise of many.
In New York, USA, a similar case of the paradox was observed in midtown Manhattan in
1990, when the overall congestion was decreased by shutting down 42nd street. More recently,
the removal of roads, and creation of pedestrian plazas on Broadway from 47th Street to 42nd
Street, also showed paradoxical behavior by reducing traffic in the region (Nagurney, 2012).
In the world of sports, it has been discussed that Braess’ paradox has many similarities to
the theory in basketball known as “The Ewing Theory” which was created in the mid-90’s by
Dave Cirilli, and stated that a team inexplicably performed better if their star player was missing
from the game (Simmons, 2009; Nagurney, 2012). Simmons (2009) states examples in
basketball history where removing the top player results in a better outcome for the entire team.
Skinner (2009) had also studied this theory in-depth, showing mathematically how certain
basketball plays may be improved when one of the key players in the game is removed.
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS
In the transportation of natural gas from producers to various consumers, there are three
basic factors to consider in the modeling of the networks: the pipelines, compressor stations and
pipe interconnection points, which will be referred to as ‘nodes’ going forward. Assuming the
gas properties cannot be easily manipulated, the network performance is solely dependent on the
pipeline network properties and interconnectivity.
A pipe’s conductivity is simply defined as the ease with which gas flows from one end
of the pipe to the other. Assuming the gas properties are consistent throughout the network, the
pipe properties that affect the conductivity value are the friction factor, diameter and length of
pipe. As the definition implies, the conductivity value directly affects the flow rate of the gas and
the pressure needed at the nodes to flow a specified amount of gas through the pipe. However,
for a gas network system that contains two or more pipes, the individual conductivities of each
pipe, the number of pipes connected to the inlet and outlet of each pipe, and the topology of the
pipe network affect the pressure requirements at the network inlet node.
The primary objective of this research is to demonstrate the existence of Braess’ Paradox
in Natural Gas Network Systems, and thereby propose methods in which this knowledge could
be used in restructuring and improving the pipeline networks. Braess’ Paradox (which originated
in traffic networks) is simply a scenario where the construction of a new link causes or worsens
congestion in the transportation network system, thus increasing the total travel time for users.
This concept has been extended to networks such as electrical network systems, internet traffic
networks, virtual cell research, and general mathematical research.
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This thesis addresses part of the problem of optimizing flow in a natural gas network,
particularly optimizing the topology of the natural gas network, while taking into account the
properties of the gas flowing through the network as well as the pipeline and compressor
properties. The thesis offers the following four contributions in particular, in gas network
transportation and optimization:
1. First case of studying Braess’ Paradox in Natural Gas Networks. Researchers have
been able to show that under certain conditions, the paradox occurs in different
network systems but none of this research has been carried out on natural gas network
structures. Therefore this is the first case in which Braess’ paradox is specifically
studied in natural gas network structures. The limited pipe network research by
Calvert and Keady (1991 and 1993) shows mathematical manipulation of the pipeline
equations (further discussed in Appendix), which cause the existence of the paradox
with different s components on each arc – which is not the case for natural gas
networks. These conditions, though mathematically possible, may not be physically
realizable. However, upon reviewing some of the research that has already been
carried out in electrical network systems and the limited scope of general pipe
network systems, our research will show that there are conditions under which
Braess’ Paradox occurs in natural gas systems.
2. Addition of a pipe to a network could adversely affect network performance, leading
to increased horsepower requirements and increased operation costs. By network
performance, we are referring to how high the inlet pressure(s) in a gas network need
to be to flow a certain fixed amount of gas (qT) from the supply node(s) to the
demand node(s). The lower the required inlet pressures are to flow the same amount
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of gas, the lower the required horsepower and costs required to operate the network.
We have found that under certain conditions related to the conductivity values and
ratio of flow at the inlet and outlet nodes, the removal of a pipeline from the network
could decrease the required inlet pressures(s) and horsepower values required for
particular gas networks. Knowing the conditions under which the paradox occurs can
help in manipulating and improving these network structures, and subsequently
reduce the average cost of distribution of natural gas. These findings will also aid gas
pipeline operation and distribution companies in designing the pipeline network
structures and in selecting the gas flow routes for new networks.
3. Introduced methodology for testing larger networks by decomposing them to smaller
equivalent sub-structures. We do this through the use of the Ward Equivalent. This
concept has previously been used to reduce larger electrical networks to smaller
networks that could quickly be studied, while accounting for the behavior of the
general network. We use this concept to study effects in our larger gas network
systems, while using the conditions of the paradox that were derived for the smaller
network systems. Comparisons are done with the larger network structure and the
Ward equivalents and we see that they predict the same behavior in most cases.
4. Showing the best options available to a network operator is Braess’ paradox if
detected in the network. This thesis goes through an economic analysis of the
paradox, using realistic network as a cases study, and showing the options available
to our network operator if the paradox is observed in a particular gas network. This is
done by calculating the (additional) net present value of the project based on finding
the paradox in our network, and the additional horsepower required to operate the
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network with the paradox occurring. Analysis shows that the savings could be in the
order of millions of dollars, depending on the additional horsepower required.
The following chapters show how we accomplish the above objectives, proving the existence of
the paradox in gas networks, and analyzing the associated costs of any paradoxical behavior
observed within an existing network. Chapter 4 shows all our derivations for the small networks,
starting with the 2-pipe series-parallel networks, to the 5-pipe Wheatstone structure. From our
derivations we note that the conditions of the paradox are generally dependent on the
conductivity of the different pipes, the location at which the pressure is fixed, the number of
pipes, ratio of gas flow at the inlet and outlet nodes, and the location of the “bridge pipe”. The
bridge pipe is simply the pipe with variable conductivity, while all other conductivity values for
the network are fixed values.
It should be noted that complexities are introduced to the conditions of the paradox when
we have more than one inlet node. This is because we had earlier defined the paradox as the
condition in which the addition of a new pipe to the network (or the increase in conductivity for a
particular pipe within the network) will increase the required inlet pressure for the entire
network. However, in the case of two or more inlets, we focus on the effect of the conductivity
change for the bridge pipe on the total horsepower required at the inlet nodes (assuming that the
compressors are only placed at the inlet nodes of the network. Therefore if the total horsepower
increases as the conductivity of the bridge pipe increases, then we say that Braess’ paradox
occurs within that network.
In Chapter 5, we state the methodology used in observing the paradox for larger network
systems, using the Waha Gas Gathering system for our case study. In this chapter, we show how
the network can be studied as a whole, varying the conductivity of each pipe (one at a time) and
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seeing how the total horsepower requirements change, or by decomposing the larger network to
smaller network structures, using the spanning tree algorithm to seek out the loops within the
network that may be causing paradoxical behavior and then using the Ward Equivalencing
method to represent our entire large network as one of the smaller sub-structures that we
observed from the spanning tree. Using this Ward Equivalent, we can compare the network to
the cases in Chapter 4, to see if we expect to see the paradox. We can also go one step further to
check if indeed the paradox occurs, and run simulations with the larger network to prove its
existence for that structure, under the conditions in which we observe it for the Ward equivalent.
Alternatively, we can go right ahead and study the larger network without using the Ward
equivalent, by increasing the conductivity values on each pipe and observing how the total
required horsepower changes. If the required horsepower increased upon increasing the
conductivity of a certain pipe, then we determine that the paradox occurs with that pipe.
In Chapter 6, we focus on the economical aspect of the paradox. Assuming the network
operator to be the decision maker, we check what options he/she has upon observing the paradox
in their network. The three available options would be either to (1) Do Nothing; (2) Shut-down
the pipeline causing the paradox; or (3) Remove the pipeline completely. The option to do
nothing is only feasible in the scenario where the compression costs and gas prices are zero –
which is never the case. However, the decision to shut-down the pipeline or completely remove
it, would depend on factors such as the project life, as well as the discount rates for the specific
project. And the total amount of savings obtained from either option is heavily dependent on the
additional required horsepower from observing the paradox in the network. Chapter 7 wraps up
the entire thesis, summarizing the work from all the different chapters preceding it, as well as
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more in-depth discussions on the contributions of the thesis, with suggestions on future work that
can be done on Braess’ paradox in natural gas network systems.
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4. CONDITIONS FOR BRAESS’ PARADOX IN NATURAL GAS
NETWORK SYSTEMS
As mentioned previously, following Braess’ findings of the paradox in traffic network
systems, the same paradoxical behavior has been observed in electrical, computer and some pipe
network systems, under certain conditions. Therefore, these proven theories are extended to
natural gas networks systems to observe what common traits they might display. We studied gas
networks of varied sizes and conditions, to see how the networks react to changes in network
properties such as pipe size, pressure and flowrates. To calculate the flow in a single pipeline, the
general equation used is (Ayala, 2012):

-- (4.1)

Therefore,

(

)

⁄

--(4.2)

For

[

]

--(4.3)

Where:
=5 and

=2

= gas flow rate, MMSCFD
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= pipe conductivity, MMSCFD/psi2
= pipe length, mi
= inside diameter of pipe, in
= upstream pressure, psia
= downstream pressure, psia
= temperature at standard conditions,

(520

)

= pressure at standard conditions, psia (usually 14.7 psia)
= average flowing temperature of gas,
= friction factor
= gas gravity
= molecular mass of air
= average gas compressibility factor, dimensionless
Mathematical theories were put together and several simulations (see Appendix for
Simulation Algorithm) have been run using Matlab 7.0 to model the natural gas network
structures. Prior to running simulations, we put together mathematical theories on the paradox
and the conditions under which we would expect it to occur in natural gas networks. For
equation 4.1, the value of the constant, n is dependent on the gas equation used (common
equations being Weymouth, Panhandle-A, Panhandle-B) for calculating the flowrate and
pressure values. Although the value of n is typically ~2, for the sake of simplifying equations
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used for our derivations, we assume laminar flow and use a value of n = 1 to come up with
equations to predict the paradox. However, to check that these derivations are indeed valid, we
confirm them by running simulations using the Weymouth equation (further explained in
Appendix section) and find that these conditions are indeed valid in all cases.
Our simulations are run based on Kirchoff’s first and second law (see Appendix),
balancing out the flow at the nodes, as well as making sure that the sum of pressure loss within
any loop comes to zero. Using these laws, and stating initial guesses for the flowrates, we are
able to use the Newton-Raphson procedure to calculate the flowrate values. Once these are
determined, we can then easily calculate the pressure drop on all pipes as well as the pressure
values at all nodes (see equations in Appendix).
For natural gas networks, we define the existence of Braess’ paradox as the scenario in
which adding an extra pipeline to the structure (or increasing the conductivity of a particular pipe
within the network) will increase the required pressure at the inlet node(s) for the specified
network, and consequently the compressor power required to support the necessary pressure at
inlet node. Going forward, the pipe within the network that has the variable conductivity that
may cause the paradox will be referred to as the bridge pipe. Therefore, for a single-inlet
network, we define the paradox as:

--(4.4)

Where: Pin = inlet (supply node) pressure, psia
k = variable conductivity of the bridge pipe, MMSCFD/psia
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As mentioned earlier, whenever we have two inlets present, the conditions for the
paradox may not only depend on whether the pressure at one inlet node is increasing as we
increase the conductivity of the bridge pipe, but also on the total horsepower required at the inlet
nodes. While it is possible that upon the removal of a pipe in the network, all inlet pressures
increase and exhibit paradoxical behavior under certain conditions, there is the possibility of
having the pressure at one node increasing while the pressures at the other nodes are decreasing.
It does not make sense physically to add the pressure values to obtain the net inlet pressures for
the networks, and therefore we must observe how the net horsepower for the network is affected.
To calculate horsepower, we have the following equation (Economides et al., 1993):

[( )

]

-- (4.5)

where:
qT = cumulative gas flow rate, scfd
p1 = compressor inlet pressure (suction pressure), psia
p2 = surface pressure (discharge pressure), psia

Therefore, assuming a steady amount of gas (qT) is supplied to the network, the required
horsepower is primarily driven by the ratio of discharge pressure to suction pressure. However,
when we have multiple inlets present, for example for 2 inlets:

𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒 𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒
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)

]
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)

]

∑

+

--(4.6)
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Where:
q1 and q2 = amount of gas flowing into supply nodes 1 and 2 respectively (scfd), q1+ q2 = qT
P1 and P2 = Pressures at nodes 1 and 2 respectively (psia)
HP1 and HP2 = Horsepower values for compressors at nodes 1 and 2 respectively
∑

= sum of horsepower over all the inlet nodes present

Therefore, for a network with multiple inlet nodes, we define the paradox as the situation where:
∆

∑

∑

In doing this, we are able to account for the behavior of the different supply nodes and the
different types of compressors that may exist at the different nodes, since the horsepower
capability of each compressor is not always the same. The following sections show examples of
the two, three, four and five-pipe networks structures, the conditions under which Braess’
Paradox may occur in these networks, and our derivations for these conditions.

4.1 TWO-PIPE PARALLEL NETWORK STRUCTURES
We start off by considering two pipes connected in parallel to each other (see Figure 4.1).
This is the first type of network structure in which there possibility of redundancy in the
network, while flowing the same amount of gas from the inlet node, to the outlet node. Assuming
the following:


Pipe 1: Conductivity, C1, is a fixed value, and the flowrate is q1
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Pipe 2: Bridge pipe with variable conductivity of C2, and flowrate of q2



Fixed pressure at node B



Total flowrate of qT

We have the following network, as represented in Figure 4.1:

Figure 4.1: Represents two pipes connected in parallel

Assuming the pressure at node B is fixed, the equations of flow through the pipes are,
(
(

)
)

--(4.8)
+

The mass balance equation at node A:
Loop equation is written as:

Therefore, re-writing

in terms of

--(4.7)

--(4.9)
--(4.10)

,

and the conductivity values:
--(4.11)

--(4.12)
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Therefore, now writing the pressure equations:
+

+

--(4.13)

Now observing how the pressure at node A changes with the conductivity of pipe 2,
(

)

--(4.14)

For the paradox to occur,
(

which is impossible since (

)

--(4.15)

+ )

From equations 4.14 and 4.15, we see that it is impossible for the paradox to occur in two-pipe
parallel structures because the pressure at the inlet node will never be an increasing function of
the conductivity of the bridge pipe.

4.2 THREE-PIPE NETWORK STRUCTURE
From the previous section, we see that the paradox cannot occur in simple two-pipe
parallel networks. Therefore, we make the network slightly more complex to observe how it
behaves when we have two pipes with fixed conductivity values C1 and C2, connected to a third
pipe with variable conductivity k, and a factor x representing the split in the fraction of flow at
the outlet (demand) nodes. We assume that the pressure is fixed at node B in this case. The
corresponding network is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Showing Three-pipe network Structure

4.2.1 Conditions for the Paradox
For the paradox to occur in the network shown in Figure 4.2, the following conditions must be
met (derivations for these conditions are shown in section 4.2.3):
--(4.16)
This is the first case that we see that the paradox could occur in the network if the above
conditions from Equation (4.16) are met. This equation shows us that the conditions of the
paradox are dependent on the conductivity of the pipes in the network (C1 and C2), as well as the
ratio of flow in the outlet nodes (referring to x).
If we have a value of x = 1, this network is now similar to the two-pipe parallel network
structure studied in section 4.1. Here we see that for x=1, equation 4.16 predicts that the paradox
will not occur in the network. However, referring to Figure 4.2, we see that the case of x = 0 is
not the same as the two-pipe parallel structure we studied in section 4.1 because we are still
holding the pressure constant at node B. This would be equivalent to holding the pressure
constant at a specific point within pipe 1 of Figure 4.1. Therefore, the conditions shown in
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equation 4.15 and 4.16 will not apply to such a case. The conditions for the scenario where we
hold the pressure constant at node B but have the total amount of gas being demanded at node C
would be (derivations for this condition are shown in section 4.2.4):
--(4.17)
which is always true; indicating that the paradox will always occur in this modified network
structure.

4.2.2 Example for Three-Pipe Network – Application to Gas Network Equations
For the above network, let us assume we have the following values for C1, C2 and x:
C1 = 0.5 MMSCFD/psi, C2 = 0.6 MMSCFD/psi and x = 0.30
And our flowrate and Fixed Pressure values: qT = 100 MMSCFD, PB = 200 psia
Assuming we have no bridge pipe (pipe 3) present, therefore k = 0. We run our simulation and
apply Weymouth’s equation, to get the following:
Flowrate values are:
q1 = 30.00 MMSCFD, q2 = 70.00 MMSCFD and q3 = 0.00 MMSCFD
Now adding on pipe 3, and using a value of k = 0.17MMSCFD/psi
q1 = 40.104 MMSCFD, q2 = 59.896 MMSCFD and q3 = 10.104 MMSCFD
The pressure information for both cases (with and without the bridge pipe) is shown in Figure
4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Sample Analysis for three-pipe network scenario

From Figure 4.3, we see that the addition of the bridge pipe causes an increase in the inlet
pressure at node A, as we expected from applying the conditions from equation 4.16, where

Figure 4.4: Sensitivity Analysis of Braess’ Conditions for Three-pipe Network (varying only the value of C1)
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Figure 4.5: Showing how the Bridge Flowrate varies with a change in C1

Even though for our conditions we used n = 1 to derive the equation used, we do a sensitivity
analysis using the Weymouth equations where n = 2, to test our network and see if there is
something fundamental that happens to cause the paradox. Keeping all other things constant in
the above example, we vary the value of

to see where equation 4.16 would be equal to zero.

The resulting plot is shown in Figure 4.4. We then zoom in on this area to see what happens to
the bridge flowrate at the point where equation 4.16 goes to zero. We find that this occurs at
𝑖𝑎 and so from Figure 4.5, we observe that this is the point at which the
bridge pipe flips its direction of flow in the gas network. Therefore, this not only validates the
use of n = 1 for our derivations, but it also shows us what happens within the network that causes
the paradoxical behavior we observe at values of

𝑖𝑎.
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4.2.3 Proof of Paradox in Three-Pipe Network
First of all, we write the mass balance equations at the nodes (referring to Figure 4.2):
Node a:
Node c:

--(4.18)
+

+

--(4.19)

And the equation for the loop (clockwise direction):
+

Re-writing the loop equation, with
+

Therefore, solving for

and
+

in terms of
+

and k:

+

--(4.21)

, we get:

[

Assuming Pressure at node B,
A,

--(4.20)

+

+

]

, is fixed, we can write the equations for inlet pressure at node

:
+

And writing

in terms of

--(4.22)

, we get:
(

)

[

]+

+

--(4.23)
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Now observing how the pressure at node A changes with the bridge conductivity

(

)

[(

)

For the paradox to occur, the pressure at the inlet,
conductivity. Therefore, since we know that

]

--(4.24)

, must be increasing with the bridge
and

are all positive terms, for the

paradox to occur, we end up with Equation (4.16) where:

As mentioned earlier, this is the first case that we see that the paradox could occur in the network
if the above conditions (from Equation 4.16) are met. We immediately see that the existence of
the paradox depends on the conductivity of the pipes present, as well as the ratio of flow in the
outlet pipes (value of x). Therefore, simply by checking these values for a small three-pipe
network, we will be able to detect the paradox in our network. However, if this is a network that
is still in the planning stages, we can avoid such scenarios with these simple calculations to avoid
the occurrence of the paradox.

4.2.4 Proof of Paradox in Modified Three-Pipe Network
Slightly modifying the network in Figure 4.2, such that the total amount of gas flow demanded is
going through node C, while still holding the pressure constant, we build conditions for that
scenario. The resulting network is as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Showing Modified Three-pipe network Structure

First of all, we write the mass balance equations at the nodes (referring to Figure 4.6):
Node a:
Node c:

--(4.25)
+

--(4.26)

Therefore,
--(4.27)
--(4.28)
And the equation for the loop (clockwise direction):
+

Re-writing the loop equation, with

--(4.29)

and

in terms of

+

Therefore, solving for

and k :

+

--(4.30)

, we get:

[

+

+

]
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Assuming Pressure at node B,
A,

, is fixed, we can write the equations for inlet pressure at node

:
+

[

]

--(4.31)

Now observing how the pressure at node A changes with the bridge conductivity

[(

)

]

For the paradox to occur, the pressure at the inlet,
conductivity. Therefore, since we know that

--(4.32)
, must be increasing with the bridge
and

are all positive terms, for the

paradox to occur, we end up with Equation (4.17) where:

which is always the case. Therefore, the paradox will always occur when we have the network
shown in Figure 4.6. However, this is not an ideal network to study for the paradox because the
bridge pipe in this case is essential for the network to fully deliver the gas from node A to node
C. If we were to remove the bridge, we would observe that the flow would have to be redirected
from node B back to node A, to reach node C. However, with the parallel pipe in Figure 4.1, if
the bridge pipe was removed, we would still be able to flow the total amount of gas from node A
to node C.
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4.3 FOUR-PIPE NETWORK STRUCTURES
From the previous section, we see that as we begin to introduce complexities to the
network such as having more than one outlet, or introducing an extra pipe to the network, we
may start observing conditions in which the paradox will occur. For the three-pipe network
structure, we saw that with the addition of an extra node, pipe and outlet to the two-pipe
structure, under certain conditions for the conductivity values, as well as the outlet flow ratios,
we would begin to see the occurrence of the paradox. Therefore, we add another node to the
structure shown in Figure 4.2, and an extra inlet (or outlet) to create the four-pipe network
structures, varying the locations of our bridge pipes as well as the locations in which the pressure
is held. The different scenarios are shown in this section, along with the conditions for the
paradox and examples of scenarios in which we see the occurrence of the paradox.
In building the conditions for the observation of the paradox in the four-pipe networks,
we found that the conditions are simplified to a single equation (varies for each case) when the
change in the inlet node pressure increase or decrease in the same direction upon increasing the
conductivity of the bridge pipe. However, when one inlet node pressure increases and the other
one or two inlet node pressures decrease as we increase the bridge pipe conductivity, we rely
strictly on the information from the horsepower values at those nodes and the corresponding total
horsepower required for the network in the different scenarios.
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4.3.1 Four-Pipe Network - Scenario A
In this case, we assume that the pressure is fixed at node B of Figure 4.6, and the bridge pipe
with variable conductivity in this case is pipe 4. Therefore, let conductivity of pipe 4 be k.

4.3.1.1 Conditions for the Paradox
For the paradox to occur in the network shown in Figure 4.7, the following condition must be
met (derivations for the condition are shown in section 4.3.1.3):
+

--(4.33)

In this case, we see that the existence of the paradox is dependent not only on the conductivity of
the pipes and the ratio of the outlet flows (the values of x), but the ratio of the inlet flows as well
(the value of y). This is the first scenario in which we have more than one inlet. However, for
both inlet pipes, the above conditions shown will cause

and

.

Figure 4.7: Showing four-pipe network with variable conductivity at pipe 4 and constant pressure at node B
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For the above network (Figure 4.7), if we had a value of x = 1, and y= 0 or y = 1, the network is
reduced to the two-pipe parallel network structure shown in section 4.1, and we will not observe
the occurrence of the paradox in the network. However, if x = 0 and y= 0 or y = 1, and we are
holding the pressure constant at B (as we assumed when building the condition shown in
equation 4.24), we will not have the same network structure as the two-pipe parallel structure,
and therefore cannot apply the conditions built in 4.15 and 4.33 to such a case. This is because
the resulting structure would be equivalent to a parallel structure in which we are holding the
pressure constant at a point within one of the pipes (such as in Figure 4.6), instead of holding the
pressure constant at the demand node, as we had in Figure 4.1.

4.3.1.2 Example for Scenario A – Application to Gas Network Equations
For the above network, let us assume we have the following values for C1, C2, C3, y, and x:
C1 = 0.3 MMSCFD/psi, C2 = 0.2 MMSCFD/psi, C3 = 0.4 MMSCFD/psi, x = 0.25 and y = 0.65
Using these values, the required condition in equation 4.33 is met. Therefore, to validate the
condition, we run a simulation with the values to check if the paradox indeed occurs, using the
following flowrate and fixed Pressure values: qT = 100 MMSCFD, PB = 200 psia
Assuming we have no bridge pipe (pipe 4) present, therefore k = 0. We run our simulation and
apply Weymouth’s equation, to get the following:
Flowrate values are:
q1 = -40.00 MMSCFD, q2 = 25.00 MMSCFD, q3 = 75.00 MMSCFD, q4 = 0.00 MMSCFD
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Now adding on pipe 4, and using a value of k = 0.33MMSCFD/psi
q1 = -28.58 MMSCFD (pipe flips direction), q2 = 36.42 MMSCFD,
q3 = 63.58 MMSCFD, and q4 = 11.42 MMSCFD
The pressure information for both cases (with and without the bridge pipe) is shown in Figure
4.8. As mentioned earlier, this is the first case where we see that the inlet flow ratios also affect
the occurrence of Braess’ Paradox in the network.

Figure 4.8: Sample Analysis for four-pipe network ScenarioA

4.3.1.3 Proof of Paradox in Four-Pipe Network - Scenario A
First of all, we write the mass balance equations at the nodes:
Node a:

+

--(4.34)

Node b:

--(4.35)

Node c:

--(4.36)
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And the equation for the loop (clockwise direction):
+

+

Therefore, rewriting the loop equation with
(

Re-writing and solving for

)

+

(

and
)

in terms of

(

)

and , we get:

+

--(4.38)

, we get:
[

]

--(4.39)
+

Let:
If

--(4.37)

+

;

is fixed, we can write the equations for inlet pressures

and

+

+

:
--(4.40)

Therefore,
+

Taking the differential of

(

)

+

+

[

]

--(4.41)

with respect to k, we get: (recall that DEN is a function of k)

--(4.42)

Now for

:
--(4.43)

+

(

)

+

+

[

]+

+

[

]

-(4.44)
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(

For the paradox to occur,
[

(

)

]

.Therefore

)

--(4.45)

We know that (

and
and

)

and

translate to

Explicitly, for the paradox to occur, we end up with Equation 4.33:
+

4.3.2 Four-Pipe Network – Scenario B
In this case, we assume that the pressure is fixed at node C of Figure 4.9, and the bridge pipe
with variable conductivity in this case is pipe 3. Therefore, conductivity for pipe 3 = k.

Figure 4.9: Showing four-pipe network with variable conductivity at pipe 3 and constant pressure at node C
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4.3.2.1 Conditions for the Paradox
For this case, we are holding the pressure constant at node C, which is also an inlet node,
therefore, the conditions shown will cause

. For the paradox to occur in the network

shown in Figure 4.9, the following condition must be met:
(

)

+(

)

--(4.46)

x and y represent the fraction of gas flow at the respective supply (inlet) and demand (outlet)
nodes. Since all conductivity values are positive and the values of y ≤ 1 and x ≤ 1, the condition
shown in equation 4.46 will remain negative. Therefore,
(

)

+(

)

, always.

4.3.2.2 Proof of Paradox in Four-Pipe Network - Scenario B
First of all, we write the mass balance equations at the nodes:
Node a:
Node b:

--(4.47)
+

Node c:

--(4.48)
--(4.49)

And the equation for the loop (clockwise direction), when all flowrates are in terms of
and

becomes:
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(

Re-writing and solving for

)

+

(

--(4.50)

]

--(4.51)

+

Where:

)

, we get:
[

If

(

)

+

;

is fixed, we can write the equation for inlet pressure

+

+

:
--(4.52)

Therefore,
+

Taking the differential of

(

)

+

+

[

]

--(4.53)

with respect to k, we get: (recall that DEN is a function of k)

--(4.54)

.We know that (

For the paradox to occur,

)

.Therefore

translates to

.
But:

(

)

+(

)

Because y ≤1, x ≤ 1 and C1C4 > 0.
Therefore, under the above conditions, the paradox will never occur in this network.
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4.3.3 Four-Pipe Network - Scenario C
In this case, we assume that the pressure is fixed at node D of Figure 4.10, and the bridge pipe
with variable conductivity in this case is pipe 4. Therefore, the conductivity at node 4 is k. The
network studied is similar to the four-pipe structure in section 4.3.1, except in this case, pipes 1
and 4 switch flow directions. The purpose of this scenario is to observe how a change in flow
direction, and change in fixed pressure node, could affect the conditions observed in Scenario A.

Figure 4.10: Four-pipe structure with variable conductivity at pipe 4, and constant pressure at node D

4.3.3.1 Conditions for the Paradox
For this case, we are holding the pressure constant at node D. Therefore, the conditions shown
will cause

and

. For the paradox to occur in the network shown in Figure 4.10,

the following conditions must be met(derivations for the condition are shown in section 4.3.3.3):
+

--(4.55)

We see that like in previous cases, the occurrence of the paradox depends on the ratio of inlet
flows (x) and outlet flows (y) as well as the conductivity values of the pipes.
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In the above network (Figure 4.10), if we had a value of x = 0, and y= 0 or y = 1, the
network is reduced to the two-pipe parallel network structure shown in section 4.1, and we will
not observe the occurrence of the paradox in the network. However, if x = 1 and y= 0 or y = 1,
and we are holding the pressure constant at D (as we assumed when building the condition
shown in equation 4.55), we will not have the same network structure as the two-pipe parallel
structure, and therefore cannot apply the conditions built in 4.15 and 4.46 to that case. This is
because the resulting structure would be equivalent to a parallel structure in which we are
holding the pressure constant at a point within one of the pipes (as opposed to holding the
pressure at the demand node), such as the structure in Figure 4.6.

4.3.3.2 Example for Scenario C – Application to Gas Network Equations
For the above network, let us assume we have the following values for C1, C2, C3, y, and x:
C1 = 0.30 MMSCFD/psi, C2 = 0.10 MMSCFD/psi, C3 = 0.20 MMSCFD/psi, x = 0.8 and y =
0.20
Using these values, the required condition in equation 4.55 is met. Therefore, we run a
simulation with the values to check if the paradox indeed occurs, using the following flowrate
and fixed Pressure values: qT = 100 MMSCFD, PD = 900 psia
Assuming we have no bridge pipe (pipe 4) present, therefore k = 0. We run our simulation and
apply Weymouth’s equation, to get the following:
Flowrate values are:
q1 = -60.00 MMSCFD, q2 = 80.00 MMSCFD, q3 = 20.00 MMSCFD, q4 = 0.00 MMSCFD
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Now adding on pipe 4, and using a value of k = 0.16 MMSCFD/psi
q1 = -19.18 MMSCFD (pipe flips direction), q2 = 39.18 MMSCFD,
q3 = 60.82 MMSCFD, and q4 = 40.82 MMSCFD
The pressure information for both cases (with and without the bridge pipe) is shown in Figure
4.11.

Figure 4.11: Sample Analysis for four-pipe network Scenario C

4.3.3.3 Proof of Paradox in Four-Pipe Network - Scenario C
First of all, we write the mass balance equations at the nodes:
Node a:

--(4.57)

Node b:

+

--(4.58)

Node c:

+

--(4.59)
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And the equation for the loop (clockwise direction), when all flowrates are in terms of
and

becomes:
(

)

Re-writing and solving for

(

)

(

)

--(4.60)

, we get:
[

]

--(4.61)

Let:
+

If

+

;

is fixed, we can write the equations for inlet pressures

and

+

+

:

Therefore,
+

Taking the differential of

(

)

+

+

[

]

--(4.62)

with respect to k, we get: (recall that DEN is a function of k)

--(4.63)

Now for

:
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Therefore,
+

(

)

+

+

+
(

For the paradox to occur,

and

(
)

, which translates to

+

)[

]

--(4.64)

--(4.65)

. Therefore, we end

up with equation 4.55, where:
+

4.3.4 Four-Pipe Network Conditions Summary
From sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we saw that for the different scenarios studied, the
conditions for the paradox were dependent on three specific factors: the ratio of inlet flowrates,
the ratio of outlet flowrates and the conductivity of the pipes. The conditions built for the
different four-pipe network scenarios in Figure 4.12. However, using the same methods in
sections 4.3.1 – 4.3.3, one can easily manipulate the network and corresponding equations to
build conditions for other variations of the four-pipe network.
In general, we see that in these four-pipe networks, the conductivities of the other pipes
where the conductivity values are not varying are very important in determining whether the
paradox occurs or not in the network. Also, the ratio of flow at the inlet and outlet nodes are also
important in all the cases.
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Figure 4.12: Summary of Conditions for Paradox in Four-Pipe Networks

4.4 WHEATSTONE NETWORK STRUCTURES
A Wheatstone network is simply a diamond (or a circle) with a bridge pipe going across
the diagonal. Therefore, we have five pipes altogether in the network. This is the structure that
was originally studied by Dietrich Braess (1968) and it is in this same network structure that the
paradox has been observed in other non-pipe network systems.
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Figure 4.13: Showing the Wheatstone structure with variable conductivity in pipe 5

Calvert and Keady (1991 and 1993) studied the Wheatstone network, and showed
mathematically, how the paradox could occur within this network. However, their findings
though mathematically possible, may not be physically realizable (explained further in
Appendix). In their studies, they held the pressure constant at the inlet node, observing how the
power consumption at the demand node would be affected based on their mathematical
manipulations of the network. They found that the power decreased upon the addition of the pipe
to the network (It should be noted that if the pressure was held at the demand node, then
following their calculations, the power at the inlet node would increase upon the addition of the
paradox, which is similar to our case).
Drawing a parallel to our network in Figure 4.13, Calvert and Keady had the value of the
constant n = 2 on pipes 2 and 4, and n = 1 on pipes 1 and 2. This is not physically possible in
pipe networks, as it suggests pipes with laminar flow directly connected to pipes with turbulent
flow. However, these are the only conditions under which the paradox would occur in the
Wheatstone structure they defined. If all the n values were the same on all pipes, then they would
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not observe the decrease in power at the demand node which suggests paradoxical behavior in
the network.
Therefore, using similar steps as Calvert and Keady (1993) did in their equations, we
explored if the paradox would occur within the gas network if the pressure was held at the
upstream node of the bridge (node C in Figure 4.13). Our definition of the paradox remains the
same, stating that Braess’ paradox occurs in the gas network if the addition of a pipe (or increase
in conductivity of a particular pipe) causes an increase in the required pressure at the inlet node.
As mentioned before, our conditions were derived assuming n = 1 on all pipes. However the
application of the conditions in our simulations make use of Weymouth’s equation, where n = 2
on all pipes.

4.4.1 Conditions for the Paradox

The conditions shown will cause

. For the paradox to occur in the network shown in

Figure 4.13, if C2> C1 and the pressure is held at the upstream node (node C), the following
conditions must be met (derivations for the condition are shown in section 4.4.3):
(

)

>0

--(4.66)

In this case, the occurrence of the paradox is dependent on the location at which the pressure is
held within the network (at the upstream node of the bridge). The condition that
ensures that flow is in the direction shown in Figure 4.13. If

only

, then the direction of the

bridge switches and the upstream node becomes node B.
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4.4.2 Example for Wheatstone Network – Application to Gas Network Equations
For the above network, let us assume we have the following values for C1, C2, C3, y, and x:
C1 = 0.43 MMSCFD/psi, C2 = 0.83 MMSCFD/psi, C3 = 0.77 MMSCFD/psi, C4 = 0.54
MMSCFD/psi
Using these values, the required condition in equation 4.66 is met. Therefore, we run a
simulation with the values to check if the paradox indeed occurs, using the following flowrate
and fixed Pressure values: qT = 100 MMSCFD, PC = 200 psia.
Assuming we have no bridge pipe (pipe 5) present, therefore k = 0. We run our simulation and
apply Weymouth’s equation, to get the following:
Flowrate values are:
q1 = 37.34 MMSCFD, q2 = 62.66 MMSCFD, q3 = 62.66 MMSCFD,
q4 = 37.34 MMSCFD, q5 = 0.00 MMSCFD
Now adding on pipe 4, and using a value of k = 0.54 MMSCFD/psi
q1 = 34.39 MMSCFD, q2 = 65.61 MMSCFD, q3 = 59.08 MMSCFD,
q4 = 40.92 MMSCFD, q5 = 6.53 MMSCFD
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Figure 4.14: Showing results when Upstream pressure is held constant

The pressure information for both cases (with and without the bridge pipe) is shown in Figure
4.14. Here we show how the inlet pressure increases when we hold the pressure constant at the
upstream node (node C). We see that the inlet pressure increases upon addition of the bridge.
However, if we hold the pressure constant at the demand node (node D) we get the results shown
in Figure 4.15. This confirms our findings that the inlet pressure would only increase upon
addition of the bridge, if we fix the pressure at the upstream node of the bridge.

Figure 4.15: Showing results when Demand node pressure is held constant
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4.4.3 Proof of Paradox in Wheatstone Network
Assuming there’s symmetry in the network,
𝑎
And

𝑎

Then,

In the above Figure 4.13,

, which explains the direction of the bridge from node C to B.

If instead, we had

, then the bridge would flip direction and we would have flow going

from node B to C instead. Therefore, the derivation assumes C is the upstream node for the
bridge, and we shall hold the pressure at node C constant, with no other constraints placed on the
network.
Writing the node flow balance equations (in terms of the pressures):
(

𝑜 𝑒

)

(

)

--(4.67)

𝑜 𝑒

(

)+ (

)

(

)

--(4.68)

𝑜 𝑒

(

)

)

(

)

--(4.69)

𝑜 𝑒

(

)+

We assume

(
(

)

is fixed. Therefore, writing

--(4.70)
in terms of

we get the following:

From equation at pipe 2,
(

)

--(4.71)
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+

--(4.72)

Therefore,

--(4.73)
Re-writing node C equation in terms of
(

:
+

)

--(4.74)

Therefore, 𝑎

Now we would like to see how the flowrate on pipe 1 varies with changes in the bridge pipe.
(

Let:

+

)

--(4.75)

--(4.76)

--(4.77)
( )

( )

Therefore,
Now solving for

𝑖

(

--(4.78)
)

(

)

--(4.79)

𝑒

we have:
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--(4.80)
( )

( )

( )

(

(

)

--(4.81)
)

--(4.82)

Therefore,
( )

Thus, as mentioned earlier, if
unconstrained system, and
constant will give us

𝑖

𝑒

, the bridge pipe will flip direction of flow for any
will no longer be the upstream pressure. Therefore holding

( )

, causing Braess’ Paradox to occur within the network.

4.5 LIMITATIONS OF CONDITIONS BUILT FOR PARADOX
In building our conditions for the smaller networks, we assumed the value of n = 1 in our GFEs
as well as a linear pressure difference. However, in typical gas flow equations, we have n

2 and

non-linear pressure differences. Therefore, the conditions will have some in-built imperfections
based on these assumptions. Although we have shown cases where the conditions are consistent
in the linear and non-linear systems, we realize that the pressures predicted for the linear cases
are naturally bound to have higher values than the pressures for the non-linear cases, therefore
creating cases where we have false-positive or false-negative predictions of the occurrence of the
paradox. A false-positive case is where the condition predicts that the paradox will occur in the
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network, when our simulations show otherwise, and a false-negative is the scenario in which the
conditions built do not predict the paradox but the simulations show that it indeed occurs.
For example, using a similar structure as we had in the four-pipe Scenario-A case, we
find see the possibility of a false negative prediction:

Figure 4.16: Four-pipe network studied for paradox

Here, our bridge pipe is Pipe 4, and the pressure is fixed at node B. Therefore, According to
Figure 4.12, in order for the paradox to occur in the network shown in Figure 4.16, the
conditions are:
+
Therefore, for

𝑎
+

And our conditions predict that the paradox will not occur in this network.
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Now running simulations using the Weymouth gas equation, where n=2 and the pressure
difference is non-linear, we get the following results (Figure 4.17):

Figure 4.17: Showing how pressure changes upon adding pipe 4 to the network

According to Figure 4.17, the paradox occurs in this network even though the conditions
predicted that the paradox would not occur in the network.
Figure 4.18 and 4.19 show how the inlet pressures at node A and node C vary as a
function of the bridge pipe conductivity. We run the simulation for the linear case, where n = 1
and the pressure differences are linear, and we compare the results with the non-linear case using
the Weymouth equation where n = 2 and the pressure differences are non-linear. We can see
from both plots that the values for the change in pressure at the inlet nodes as a function of the
bridge conductivity are much higher in the linear case, than they are in the non-linear case.
However, both cases remain positive when the paradox does occur in the network. As the value
of k increases (as k→1 MMSCFD/psi), we see that the linear and non-linear values of dP/dk start
to converge for both inlet nodes A and C. Therefore, although the linear case will always overestimate the changes on pressure as a function of bridge conductivity, as the bridge conductivity
gets higher, the predictions for the linear and non-linear case will eventually converge.
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Figure 4.18: Showing how pressure changes at node A as bridge conductivity changes

Figure 4.19: Showing how pressure changes at node C as bridge conductivity changes
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From the example shown, we see that the conditions built may not always predict the
right point at which the paradox begins to occur in our network. However, when the paradox
does occur, the linear and non-linear pressure changes as a function of bridge conductivity (k)
will always be greater than zero with the two cases converging at very high k values. Therefore,
it is may be more accurate to run simulations on the network and see how the horsepower
requirements change as the conductivity values on the individual pipes are increased, in order to
better estimate the impact of the paradox on the gas network being studied. However, the
conditions built are still helpful in running quick tests on our network structures, as we will show
in Chapter 5.

4.6 SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS FOR PARADOX IN SMALL NETWORKS
In developing the equations for Braess’ paradox for the small networks, we found that the
paradox would never occur in two-pipe parallel networks. However, upon the addition of the
third pipe, we started to observe conditions for the paradox. For the three and four pipe networks,
we find that the paradox starts to occur under certain conditions, which have common factors in
the equations: (1) the ratios if the inlet and/or outlet flows, and (2) the conductivity of the pipes.
Although these conditions were built with the assumption that n = 1, we were able to show with
examples that these conditions also apply to natural gas networks, using the Weymouth equation,
where n = 2. We were also able to show using the three-pipe network (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5)
that at the moment where the paradox starts to occur, the bridge pipe changes direction for the
network. This confirms that the use of the n = 1 can be used in building the conditions for the
paradox even though the application is for cases where n

2. Although, as shown in section 4.5,
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it is possible to have situations in which the built conditions will yield false positive or falsenegative conclusions for the occurrence of the paradox, therefore, further tests may be required
in the networks to confirm the occurrence of the paradox, and the magnitude of the impact.
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5. APPLICATION OF BRAESS’ PARADOX IN LARGE NATURAL GAS
NETWORK SYSTEMS
The previous chapter showed the different conditions for Braess’ paradox that have been
built for the two-pipe parallel networks, three-pipe network, variations of the four-pipe network,
as well as the 5-pipe Wheatstone structure. All cases assume gas flow under steady-state
conditions. As mentioned earlier, we define the existence of Braess’ paradox in these networks,
as the condition under which the required horsepower at the inlet node(s) increases upon adding
a pipe to that network, or upon increasing the conductivity of said pipe.
To begin our analysis of the larger network, we start with the detailed detection method
where we are increasing the conductivity on each pipe, one by one, and seeing how the total
horsepower required in the network is affected. The purpose of doing this is to confirm if there
are any pipes that will cause an increase in total required horsepower, causing the paradox to
occur in the network.
We also show an alternate detection method, running quick studies of the network by
employing the use of the Spanning Tree Algorithm to find the pipes within the network that
cause redundancy. The Ward Equivalent is also used to show how we can zoom in on subnetworks to test for Braess’ paradox in the larger network structures. These terms are explained
in further detail later in the chapter. It should be noted however, that the Ward Equivalent,
though common in electrical power systems, has not been previously used in the Natural Gas
industry. Electrical networks are slightly similar in behavior to natural gas networks, in terms on
the use of Kirchoff’s laws (to balance the flow at the nodes and the differential pressures on the
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loops). Therefore, it is easy to find parallels between these two different network systems, in
order to study the larger gas network system successfully.
For the sake of our studies, we have decided to use the Waha Gas Gathering system,
located in West Texas and operated by Regency Field Services, to demonstrate how the paradox
can be determined in larger gas network systems. Limited information was obtained from
Regency Gas Services (2011) website about the gathering system, and we used other resources to
estimate the remaining properties of the network. The properties of the network are as follows:


Flow capacity of 125 MMSCFD



Pipe lengths were estimated using google-earth, as well as the scale given on the network
diagram. The lengths range from ~0.65 mi to 17 mi (data used is in the Appendix)



Approximate natural gas well locations for the network were obtained from the Public
Information Geographic Information Systems (GIS), captured from U.S. geological
survey

In order to fully characterize the network, we also made the following assumptions:


Pipe diameters were estimated to be uniform at 8-inches. The only information provided
by Regency services on the pipe diameters was that they generally ranged from 3-24
inches. Therefore to keep the pressures at relatively reasonable values, we chose to use 8inch diameter pipes



Gas properties were estimated as follows:
o Average compressibility factor = 0.90 (assuming the gas is primarily methane gas
at low pressures, our estimation is based on chart by Savidge (2000))
o Average gas temperature = 520 R
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o Standard gas temperature and pressure = 520 R and 14.7 psia respectively


Weymouth Gas Flow Equation (explained in Appendix) was used to characterize the
other unknown properties of this natural gas network, and calculate the pressure and
flow-rate values

From our approximated model of the network (shown in Figure 5.2) we have 61 nodes and 100
pipes, with five of the nodes being supply points and one major demand node. The Waha Hub
shown in the original network diagram (Figure 5.1) was chosen to be the main collection point
based on the well locations observed.

Figure 5.1: Showing the Waha Gas Gathering Network System (with estimated well locations from GIS)
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5.1 TESTING WITH CONDUCTIVITY AND HORSEPOWER
As mentioned previously we define the existence of the paradox as the scenario in which
the required horsepower at the inlet nodes is increased, as we increase the conductivity on a
single pipe within the network. Therefore, we run tests on the network by increasing each of the
conductivity values, one at a time, by 60% of its original value. Physically, this would be similar
to reducing the length of the pipe, and increasing its diameter. We chose to use 60% so that we
could observe significant changes in the conductivity values and corresponding Horsepower
values.

Figure 5.2: Showing Model of Waha Gas Gathering Network System
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We find that when the pressure is held at the demand node (node 29), we do not observe
any paradoxical behavior from any of the pipes (table of results shown in Appendix). However,
holding the pressure constant at other nodes in the network showed paradoxical behavior. For
example, we hold the pressure constant at nodes 33 and 38, and observe that the additional
horsepower required to run the network increases when the conductivity values of certain pipes
are increased. The results are shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.

Figure 5.3: Showing the Additional HP required when pressure is held at node 33
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Figure 5.4: Showing the Additional HP required when pressure is held at node 38

From Figures 5.3 and 5.4, we see the additional horsepower required on the different
pipes is based on the location in which the pressure is held constant. Comparing the two
diagrams, we see that the additional horsepower required when pressure is fixed at node 38 is
much higher in value than the additional horsepower required when we hold the pressure at node
33. Also, both figures show two different regions in which we will observe a number of pipes
that cause the paradox to occur, showing that the observance of the paradox is subjective (with
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respect to location of fixed pressure node). Therefore, if our fixed pressure remains at the
demand node, we will never observe the paradox in our network.

5.2 SPANNING TREE ALGORITHM
A spanning tree of the network is a subset of all the nodes that has no cycles but still
connects to every node in the network. The spanning tree ensures a loop-free topology for any
network. Original studies of the paradox (Braess, 1968; Nagurney, 2005) defined it as a
congestion problem within the network structures, that was caused by the addition of the bridge,
forming an additional loop to the network (creating the Wheatstone structure), which introduced
additional redundancy to the network. In electrical power systems, it was found that increased
interconnection in networks could offer redundancy in the network, but that the network would
likely be subject to Braess’ Paradox (Blumsack, 2006). In Chapter 4, we observed how there
were different variations of small networks with loops that showed paradoxical behavior under
certain conditions. The problem of picking out subgraphs within any network is a rather complex
one with complex algorithms involved. For this reason, we use the spanning tree algorithm
instead, to seek out lines within the network that form loops and cause redundancy in the
network.
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Figure 5.5: Showing Spanning Tree for Waha Gathering Network System (directions shown in the diagram are not
necessarily the directions of flow in the network)

Therefore, in our case, by building the spanning tree, we can find all pipes (and their containing
sub-structures) that cause redundancy within the network, and may be the source of any
paradoxical behavior within the larger network structure. It should be noted however, that the
spanning tree is not a perfect measure for observing “bridges” in the network, because slight
changes to the algorithm could suggest a different tree-path.
In order to build the spanning tree, we used an NxN Conductivity matrix, where the
conductivity values were used as “weights” for each pipeline, thereby indicating which pipe
paths are more favorable (the higher the conductivity, the more favorable the path). The
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corresponding spanning tree obtained is shown in Figure 5.5. The code used was a modified
version of one written by Guangdi Li (2009), obtained from the Chu and Liu (1965) and
Edmonds (1967) algorithms. The resulting algorithm is a version of Kruskal’s algorithm for
creating the spanning tree for the network. We extract the edge weights from the conductivity
matrix for the network, and then sort the edges in the increasing order of weights. (please see
Appendix for matlab code for spanning tree)
Once the spanning tree for the network is obtained, we assume that all the pipes that are
not part of the spanning tree, would have created loops (or cycles) within the network. Therefore,
focusing on these pipes, we can check if the paradox occurs within the network. That is, we
check if the removal of those lines, individually, would cause the required inlet pressure (and
total network horsepower) to be reduced.

5.3 WARD EQUIVALENT
In relatively large electrical power systems, one fast technique which has been shown to
work well for calculating equivalent power flows is the Ward equivalent. The main advantage of
the Ward equivalent over other methods is that it is largely a function of the topology of the
network and does not require a base-case analysis of the power system (Lo et. al. 1993). The idea
behind the Ward equivalent is that it divides the power system into three parts:


The Internal System: this represents the sub-network within the larger network
structure that is to be studied in detail. In our case, we will focus on sub-networks
formed around the pipes that are not part of the spanning tree (therefore causing
loops within the network).
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The External System: representing everything outside of the internal system



The Boundary Nodes: this is where the internal system meets the external system.

It should be noted, however, that the Ward equivalent has two well-known drawbacks. The first
being that while it replicates power system flows reasonable well (Lo et al, 1993), it is less
accurate in reproducing the full behavior of network flows. The second drawback is that it
assumes that the external network is in a static steady state. Thus the Ward equivalencing method
is most useful for examining the effects of minor changes in the network flow. Since the
electrical power networks are quite similar to the gas networks, in the sense that they both follow
physical laws such as Kirchoff’s first and second law, we extend the Ward equivalency method
to use in our network decomposition, in order to simplify studying the larger gas networks.
The primary tool in the Ward equivalent method is the system Conductivity matrix C,
which is partitioned according to the number of nodes in each of the internal, external, and
boundary subsystems. The Conductivity matrix is an NxN size matrix that shows the
conductivity of pipes connected by any two nodes. If there is no pipe connecting the nodes, the
value of the point in the matrix would be zero. Along the diagonal of the conductivity matrix, we
have the negative value of the sum of conductivity values along the row of the matrix.
If there are e nodes in the external system, i nodes in the internal system and b nodes on
the boundary, then we define the following partitions of the C matrix:
the 𝑒
the

𝑒 sub-matrix of conductivities in the external system;
𝑒 sub-matrix of conductivities between the boundary nodes and the external

system;
the

𝑖 sub-matrix of conductivities between the boundary nodes and the internal nodes;
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the 𝑖

𝑖 sub-matrix of conductivities in the internal system.

The full system conductivity matrix is thus partitioned as follows:

[

Where:
The submatrices

+

]

and
and

contain the sum of conductivities between the boundary nodes and

the external (superscript “E”) and internal nodes (superscript “I”), respectively. And through
repeated application of Ohm’s Law for external, internal, and boundary systems, the external
equivalent conductivity matrix is (Monticelli et al. 1979):

The equivalent conductivity matrix can then be used to run test cases to see if the paradox occurs
within the sub-networks chosen. A sample calculation of the Ward Equivalent is shown in the
Appendix.

5.4 TESTING NETWORK FOR PARADOX
Using the information in previous sections, we have chosen four sub-networks for demonstrative
purposes to be studied for the paradox. These regions are highlighted in Figure 5.6. Each of the
regions chosen are similar in structure to the ones we studied in Chapter 4, and we chose the
pipes to focus on using the spanning tree obtained in Figure 5.5. Therefore, the pipes to be
focused on are pipes 44, 48, 51, 57, 55, 65, 98 and 99. However, when studying for the paradox
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in any large network, all sub-networks that contain the pipes that aren’t within the spanning tree
should be studied further for paradoxical behavior.

Figure 5.6: Highlighting the sub-networks to be studied for Braess’ Paradox

5.4.1 Sub-network A
Sub-network A is a four pipe structure. There are no internal nodes in this case. The boundary
nodes are 38, 41, 44, 45, and the external nodes consist of all other pipes within the network.
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Therefore, applying the rules of Ward’s equivalencing methods, we obtain the following matrix
for Ceq:

[

]

Therefore, we have the following Ward equivalent based on Sub-network A:

Figure 5.7: Ward Equivalent based on Sub-network A

According to Figure 4.12, in order for the paradox to occur in this network, the conditions are:
+
𝑎

For this network,
Therefore,
+

Therefore, the paradox occurs with Pipe 65 which connects nodes 38 and 41, when the
pressure is held at node 38. Now we can check the data with simulation, plugging in numbers to
confirm that the paradox indeed occurs (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.8: Showing how pressure changes upon adding pipe 65 to the network

We perform a check with the entire network structure to verify that the paradox occurs when we
hold the pressure constant at node 38. From the results observed in Figure 5.9, the network
pressure decreases upon the removal of pipe 65, which indicates paradoxical behavior.
Therefore, pipe 65 could cause paradoxical behavior within the current network topology, under
the conditions shown.
Table 5.1 shows Horsepower values for the larger network (calculated using equation 4.6,
and a suction pressure of 90 psia) at each inlet node, as well as the additional horsepower
required by the network, upon the occurrence of Braess’ Paradox, based on the concept
explained in equations 4.5 and 4.6, where:
𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒 𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒

∑

Therefore,
𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑎𝑙

𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑟𝑎 𝑜

∑

∑
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Figure 5.9: Showing the results obtained from studying pipe 65 in entire Waha network structure

Table 5.1 Showing the Horsepower data for Large Network with and without pipe 65

Node
1
10
31
51
59

Inlet Pressure Required (psia)
with pipe 65
without pipe 65
1024.55
1022.41
978.77
977.09
958.27
956.68
1046.45
1046.01
1052.42
1052.01
sum HP =

Horsepower Required
with pipe 65 without pipe 65
3492.82
3489.03
3410.29
3407.20
3372.33
3369.37
3531.26
3530.49
3541.63
3540.92
17348.34
17337.01

Therefore,
𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑎𝑙

𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑟𝑎 𝑜
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Upon the occurrence of the paradox, based on our numbers, the additional horsepower required
in the network would be 11.31 HP. We come to the same conclusion that we did with the inlet
pressure values, that the network is more efficient without pipe 65 present. This is because when
the pipe is present in the network, we require more pressure at the inlet nodes to flow the total
gas to the demand node, resulting in greater horsepower required at the compressors to meet the
demand and supply for the network.

5.4.2 Sub-network B
Upon first glance, Sub-network B looks like a Wheatstone structure. However, it will not be
necessary to create a Ward equivalent of sub-network B because we see that pipes 99 and 100
are pipes in series that can form an equivalent single pipe. Therefore, the entire sub-network now
forms a parallel network structure, which we already determined would never exhibit Braess’
Paradox (see Chapter 4). We can confirm these statements by simply testing if the paradox
occurs in pipes 98 (which is not part of the spanning tree) when we hold the pressure at nodes 60
respectively. From our results (shown in Figure 5.10) we see that the inlet pressures either
remain the same with and without the pipe, or the pressure is slightly higher without the pipe.
Both conclusions show that the paradox does not occur in this case. Therefore, we can neglect all
parallel sub-structures going forward, as long as there are no further constraints placed on the
network that may cause the paradox to occur in these parallel structures.
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Figure 5.10: Showing the results obtained from studying pipe 98 in entire Waha network structure

5.4.3 Sub-network C
Sub-network C is a 4-pipe network structure. There are no internal nodes in this case. The
boundary nodes are 32, 33, 34, 35, and the external nodes consist of all other pipes within the
network. Therefore, applying the rules of Ward’s equivalencing methods, we obtain the
following matrix for Ceq:

[

]
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Therefore, we have the following Ward equivalent for Sub-network C:

Figure 5.11: Ward Equivalent based on Sub-network C

According to Figure 4.12, in order for the paradox to occur in this network, the conditions are:
+
𝑎

For this network,
Therefore,
+

Therefore, the paradox does not occur with Pipe 55 which connects nodes 32 and 33, when the
pressure is held at node 32. Verifying that this is the case, we run simulation with the larger
network under the same conditions, and our results are shown in Figure 5.12. We see that in
general, the inlet pressures are lower with pipe 55 present, than they are without pipe 55.
Therefore, the conclusions are the same and the paradox indeed does not occur with pipe 55.
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Figure 5.12: Showing the results obtained from studying pipe 55 in entire Waha network structure

5.4.4 Sub-network D
Sub-network D is a 5-pipe Wheatstone Structure. There are no internal nodes in this case. The
boundary nodes are 30, 31, 33, 34, and the external nodes consist of all other pipes within the
network. Therefore, applying the rules of Ward’s equivalencing methods, we obtain the
following matrix for Ceq:

[

]
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Therefore, we have the following Ward equivalent for Sub-network D:

Figure 5.13: Ward Equivalent based on Sub-network D

According to Section 4.3.2, as long as

and the pressure is held at the upstream node of

pipe 57, we expect the paradox to occur in the network. By looking at Figure 5.13, we see that
therefore we can text if we expect to see the paradox when pressure is held at node 33.
In Figure 5.14, we see that as the pipe is added, the inlet pressure at node 34 increases.
Therefore, Braess’ paradox occurs in this network.

Figure 5.14: Showing how pressure changes upon adding pipe 57 to the network
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We verify our results using the entire large network structure to see if the paradox occurs when
we hold the pressure constant at node 33. From the results observed in Figure 5.15, the network
pressure decreases upon the removal of pipe 57 (represented by Pipe 5 in Figure 5.13), which
indicates paradoxical behavior. Therefore, by all indications, pipe 57 will cause paradoxical
behavior within the current network topology.

Figure 5.15: Showing the results obtained from studying pipe 57 in entire Waha network structure

For the larger network, Table 5.2 shows Horsepower values (once again calculated using
equation 4.8, and a suction pressure of 90 psia) at each inlet node, as well as the additional
horsepower required by the network, upon the occurrence of Braess’ Paradox, based on the
concept explained in equations 4.5 and 4.6.
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Table 5.2 Showing the Horsepower data for Large Network with and without pipe 57

Node
1
10
31
51
59

Inlet Pressure Required (psia)
with pipe 57 without pipe 57
1024.73
1022.85
978.97
976.41
958.27
952.30
1046.45
1044.85
1052.43
1050.84
sum HP =

Horsepower Required
with pipe 57
without pipe 57
3493.14
3489.81
3410.66
3405.96
3372.33
3361.16
3531.26
3528.47
3541.65
3538.89
17349.05
17324.30

Recall that:
𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑎𝑙

𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑟𝑎 𝑜

∑

∑

Therefore,
𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑎𝑙

𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑎𝑟𝑎 𝑜

Upon the occurrence of the paradox, based on our numbers, the additional horsepower required
in the network would be 24.75 HP. We come to the same conclusion that we did with the inlet
pressure values, that the network is more efficient without pipe 57 present. This is because when
the pipe is present in the network, we require more pressure at the inlet nodes to flow the total
gas to the demand node, resulting in greater horsepower required at the compressors to meet the
demand and supply for the network.
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5.5 SUMMARY OF TESTS WITH LARGER NETWORK STRUCTURE
From Chapter 4 and 5, we have shown that the existence of Braess’ paradox depends on a
combination of factors that affect the network topology, such as:


Number of pipes in the network



Conductivity of the pipes within the network



Number of inlet (supply) and outlet (demand) nodes



Ratio of flow required from the inlet nodes



Ratio of flow required at the outlet nodes



Location of the bridge pipe (pipe whose conductivity is changing)



Location of node(s) where pressure is being held

In order to determine sub-networks to be studied in the larger networks, we increase the
conductivity on all the pipes, one at a time, and observe how the total required horsepower at the
inlets changes. If the required inlet horsepower increases as the conductivity of a single pipe
increases, then we say that the paradox has occurred. However, we also notice in this case that
the location in which the pressure is held constant is important in determining whether Braess’
paradox will occur in the network (Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
Alternately, to run quick tests on the network, we employ the use of the spanning tree,
focusing on the regions similar to those studied in Chapter 4. We then create Ward equivalents of
the large network structure, using these smaller sub-structures as the basis of the Ward
equivalents. The conditions built in Chapter 4 for the three, four and five-pipe network
structures, are then applied to confirm the existence of the paradox. All these steps are
summarized in Figure 5.16.
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Using the Waha Texas Gas Gathering Network System as a case study (see Figure 5.1),
we have been able to show how the different steps in Figure 5.16 can be applied throughout this
chapter, and the pipes within the network that will exhibit paradoxical behavior. We found that
in using the Ward Equivalent, we were able to reproduce the results obtained in our larger
network structure when we simply ran tests increasing the conductivity values on the pipes.
Therefore, for a much larger network structure, using the spanning tree to narrow down regions
to study, along with the Ward equivalencing method, will enable quicker studies of our network
structure to determine the occurrence on the paradox. However, we have also shown that there
are drawbacks in using the Ward equivalencing method, that will produce false-positive or falsenegative predictions of the paradox, so it isn’t a full-proof method at all times.
Based on the information from the tests in this Chapter, we have determined the
additional horsepower required in the network upon observation of the paradox, and this
information is then used in our economic analysis in the following chapter.

Figure 5.16: Showing steps required for observance of paradox in larger network structures
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6. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF BRAESS’ PARADOX IN
NATURAL GAS NETWORK SYSTEMS
Observing the effects of Braess’ Paradox on natural gas networks could potentially help
in the process of redesigning or expanding existing network structures, acting as a compass for
locations in which the placing of new pipes might prove to be more expensive (increasing
operating costs) in the long run. Also, for already-existing structures, the study could aid in
pointing out pipes within the network structures that could be shut down unless absolutely
necessary to meet the demand needs, in the situation whereby other pipes have failed. That is, for
pipes that would be otherwise shut-down to avoid Braess’ paradox, the operator may later find
them to be helpful when other lines (within the network) have failed, as this would indirectly
form a new network structure that may not be susceptible to the effects of Braess’ paradox.
For the purpose of our studies, we define the existence of Braess’ paradox as the scenario
in which the addition of an extra pipeline to the network causes an increase in the required inlet
pressure and subsequently, the horsepower required from the compressor station(s). For the sake
of these preliminary studies, we shall assume only one supply point, one demand point and one
compressor station on location. As shown in equation 4.5, for a compressor, the horsepower
required to pressurize gas supplied is calculated as (Economides et al., 1993):

[( )

]

where:
qT = cumulative gas flow rate, scfd
p1 = compressor inlet pressure (suction pressure), psia
p2 = surface pressure (discharge pressure), psia
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Therefore, assuming a fixed amount of gas (qT) is supplied to the network, the required
horsepower is primarily driven by the ratio of discharge pressure to suction pressure. The above
equation is a simplified version but the more complex and detailed expression can be seen in the
Appendix. For the Waha Gas Gathering System with four supply nodes and one demand node,
we can assume the suction pressure remains the same at all four supply nodes; therefore changes
observed in the required horsepower at the inlet nodes are a direct representation of the pressure
needs at the inlet (supply) nodes. For each additional psi of pressure required at the inlet nodes,
we can calculate the corresponding required horsepower, and use the economic model to study
the associated costs.

6.1 DECISION-MAKING FOR THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Gas pipelines are constructed either to transport gas for the owner of the pipeline, to sell
gas to another company, or to transport some other company’s gas (Menon, 2005). The decisionmaker in our economic analysis will be a pipeline company that owns the pipeline and is in
charge of transporting the gas from position A (supply point) to position B (demand point), for
whatever purpose may be. The primary objectives of the decision-maker are typically as follows:
1. Transport fixed amount of gas supplied into system at position A, to end-user at position
B.
2. Minimize total operational cost of gas transportation (i.e. maximize project profits), while
keeping delivery volume fixed and adhering to all the minimum requirements set by the
federal government to maintain natural gas pipelines.
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If the purpose of the pipeline is to transport gas that belongs to other companies, then the
network will be under the jurisdiction of Federal Regulatory Commission (FERC) or a state
agency such as the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) in Pennsylvania. Interstate pipelines are
governed by FERC while interstate pipelines will be subject to PUC rules. These regulatory
bodies impose strict guidelines on the type and number of facilities and costs that can be passed
on to the customer requesting gas transportation. Whereas a private company transporting its
own gas is free to design and add to the facilities as needed, to ensure uninterrupted operation in
the event of equipment failure. (Menon, 2005)
According to the EIA, the governing of safety standards, procedures and actual
development and expansion of any pipeline system is the job of the U.S. Department of
Transportations’ Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS). Therefore, a pipeline may not begin operations
until a pipeline has been certified safe by the OPS and the OPS remains in charge of safety
regulation over the lifetime of the pipeline.
Therefore, the budget available to the specific project does not only depend on the
company’s available funding, but also on the regulatory bodies involved, depending on the
transportation needs. Therefore, it would be beneficial to see where there may be inefficiencies
(due to the existence of Braess’ paradox) in the system’s operations and where costs can be
saved.
Working within the budget and safety constraints imposed by the regulatory commission
involved in the particular scenario, the pipeline company will still be in charge of making enddecisions upon observing the paradox, based on options are available to them moving forward
(options are discussed later in this Chapter).
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6.2 COMPONENTS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
As mentioned earlier, the existence of Braess’ Paradox in a network system could cause
an increase in the horsepower required to transport natural gas from one region to the next,
which is not desirable due to the additional costs involved. For the planning of an entirely new
network system, it would be advisable to run preliminary tests to observe whether the paradox is
expected to occur within that network. If the network is still in the planning phase, it may be
easier to remodel the system to avoid the occurrence of the paradox. For an already-existing
network that is in the process (or relatively at the beginning) of operations already, an economic
analysis would be required upon observation of the paradox (based on conditions for paradox
occurrence in Chapters 4 and 5). Simulations will be run to determine the impact of the paradox
(by impact, we simply mean the amount of additional horsepower that will be required to operate
the network annually).
Based on the required horsepower, operations costs, compressor life and life of the
networks, an economic analysis could then be carried out to determine whether it is worth
making any changes in operations (such as shutting down or removing the pipeline causing the
paradox), or leaving the system as is, based on the Net Present Value, or Present Discounted
Costs, of the specific network under the different scenarios.
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Figure 6.1: Showing Natural Gas Prices from Jan-10 to Dec-11 (source: EIA, 2012)

According to the Energy Information Administration as at February 2012, the average
market gas price was $2.61 per MSCF. However, the average price for the past year (Jan 2011
through December 2011) was approximately $3.953 per MSCF (see Figure 6.1). For networks
that run with compressors that use a percentage of their gas as fuel, gas prices may translate to
high costs of fuel required to operate the compressors. The larger the network, the greater the
horsepower required transport gas through it. The greater the inefficiencies due to the paradox,
the greater the additional horsepower required for network operations. Therefore, especially in
the winter months, since gas demands tend to be higher due to greater heating requirements in
various US regions, knowledge of the paradox can be used to identify pipe links that cause
greater inlet pressure requirements and these links can be shut down at varied times (acting as
alternatives or supplemental lines when other pipes fail and they meet requirements for
alternate/reliability lines to help meet demand).
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Therefore, these factors should come into play in deciding the extra costs accrued
annually in the network by having certain pipelines within the network that essentially do not
add value, in terms of pressure efficiency. For our economic analysis, we try to figure out which
of the following three options will be best suited for the operating gas company, based on the
project life:


Option A: Do Nothing



Option B: Shut-down the line, with regular maintenance



Option C: Remove the line completely

For a pipeline system that is constructed to provide transportation of gas, there will be initial
(capital) costs and annual operating costs, through the life of the project (typically ~30 years).
The major components that contribute to the capital cost are the pipeline, compressor stations,
mainline valve stations and metering facilities, telecommunications, and supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA). Since the study focuses on the changes associated with Braess’
paradox, we shall be looking only at the additional costs/savings to capital and annual operating
costs. Therefore, the main changes will be associated with the compressor station costs.
Once the pipeline, compressors stations, and other needed facilities are constructed, and
the pipeline is put into operation, the annual costs to operate and maintain the network consist of
(but are not limited to):


Pipeline maintenance costs



Compressor station fuel or electrical energy cost



Valve, regulator, and meter station maintenance costs



Compressor station equipment maintenance and repair costs
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All these costs are affected if we observe the Braess paradox in the gas network and therefore,
moving forward with the project, we will need to choose an option that minimizes total costs (or
increases annual savings).
Therefore for “Option A” scenario, the “Present Discounted Cost” of the project will be
calculated using the following general equation:
∑

((

)

)

-- (6.2)

But for “Option B” and “Option C” scenarios, we calculate the “Net Present Value” of the
project as:
+∑

((

)

)

-- (6.3)

Where,
PDC = present discounted cost, $
NPV = net present value, $
CC = capital cost implemented in year zero, $
CFC = series of payments/costs, $
CFSC = cash flow = (series of savings – series of costs), $
i = interest rate, decimal value
n = number of periods, years
From the definition, we observe that the PDC will always be a negative value. This is because it
strictly deals with the additional annual costs incurred from doing nothing about observing the
paradox within the network structure. The NPV, however, could be negative or positive,
primarily depending on the discounted value of CFsc. If the discounted value of the savings is
greater than the discounted value of the annual costs due to the implemented changes, then CFsc
will be of positive value.
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6.3 COMPONENTS OF CAPITAL COSTS & ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
Based on the scenarios being analyzed, there will be different additional capital costs and
operating costs involved as a result of the paradox. All annual costs shall be calculated assuming
we are at the beginning of the project, with 350 days of operation per year (assuming network
shut-down for maintenance etc. for a couple of weeks per year). For the annual cash flows and
payments, a discount rate of 12% is assumed for our calculations. In analyzing the capital costs
and annual operating costs, we shall go through each scenario individually:
A. Do Nothing: This is the scenario in which we observe the occurrence of the paradox from
initial tests (according to conditions for occurrence and simulations mentioned in
previous chapter), but choose to leave the network system as is. In this case, the only
capital costs involved will be for the Additional Horsepower installed to the Compressor
station. Also, there will be an annual “cost” associated with the fuel consumption at the
compressor station, as a result of the paradox’ occurrence. Although we are not spending
additional money on the project, we could be saving some of the money already being
spent if the network was not operating at a higher horsepower than would be required if
the paradox was not occurring in the system. This is why we refer to it as an annual
“cost.”
All costs involved in this case would be due to the additional horsepower required
to operate a system structure that exhibits Braess’ paradox. In order to generate the
required pressure to flow gas through a pipeline, the installed horsepower at the
compressor station will need to be greater than if there was no paradox at all. Although
there are a number of factors that come into play when determining the cost of a
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compressor station (such as the number of compressors units, valves, controls, weather
protection, etc.), we shall just assume an all-inclusive cost that is determined per
horsepower (HP) installed. Therefore, the compressor station cost (CSC) is calculated as:
CSC = (Installation Cost per HP) x (HP required for operations)

-- (6.4)

Typically the installation cost per HP installed increases as the size of the compressor HP
increases, so this will depend on the company’s choice of compressors as well, for the
amount of gas being transported. Menon (2005) uses $2,000 per HP, for a 5000 HP
compressor station, and $1,500 per HP for 20,000 HP compressor station. Therefore, for
the sake of our analysis, we shall assume a blanket average cost of $1,750 per HP
installed at the compressor stations.
For example, using an installation cost of $1,750 per HP for a 10000 HP compressor
station, the capital cost is estimated as:
CSC = $1750 * 10000 = $17.5 million

However, in our model we are dealing with the difference in HP requirements for the
network affected by Braess’ paradox and a hypothetical network that is not affected,
therefore we will be calculating the Additional Compressor Station Cost in the affected
network and how this increases the present discounted cost (or decreases the Net Present
Value) of the project.
The incremental fuel cost is simply the additional fuel cost due to the additional
HP required in the Braess-affected network. The gas fuel consumption per day is
typically 3-5% of the gas being transported (Tabkhi et al., 2010). The average cost of gas
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we will be working with is $3.95/MCF. Therefore, the incremental annual fuel cost
(∆
∆

) is calculated as:
∆

𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑜

𝑢 𝑒 (

)

𝑜 𝑡𝑜

𝑎 (

)

-- (6.5)

With equation 5.2, we can now calculate the PDC of doing nothing upon
observing the paradox. The equation simply becomes:
(

𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑎𝑙

)

∑

∆

((

)

)

-- (6.6)

With equation 6.6, we can go ahead and calculated the costs associated with allowing the
paradox to occur through the life of the project.

B. Shut-down the Line (with regular maintenance): This is the scenario in which the
company shuts down the valves that allow flow through the pipeline that was found to be
causing the paradox, therefore re-directing flow in the system. However, some
maintenance is still necessary on the pipeline since it’s still a part of the network system.
Also, as mentioned earlier, by maintaining these lines which have been shut-down due to
the paradox, the operator reserves the opportunity of possible future use of the pipeline to
flow the gas. This would only be absolutely necessary in the case whereby some other
pipeline(s) has failed and by reopening the line, we can meet demand without
inefficiencies of the paradox (since we will technically be working with a new flow
topology).
It is assumed that there are no capital costs associated with shutting down the
pipeline(s). However, we will have “capital savings,” in this case because we are
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avoiding the additional horsepower requirements due to the inefficiencies cause by the
paradox. These “capital savings” will simply be the additional compressor station costs
we would have incurred (see equation 6.4). The annual costs in this scenario are mainly
just the maintenance costs. The annual savings on fuel costs from avoiding the paradox
will be recorded as “income” to the company, when carrying out our analysis. Therefore,
we have the following equation for annual cash flow:
CFSC = ∆

- Annual Maintenance Costs

-- (6.7)

Inserting the value of our “capital savings” and CFSC into equation 6.3, we can calculate
the NPV for this particular scenario, over the life of the project.
Maintenance costs for gas pipelines are typically due to corrosion control and
integrity management. Corrosion and maintenance costs range from $5,000 to $10,000
per mile (Thompson, 2000). Therefore we shall assume an average maintenance cost of
$7,500 per mile, which translates to $14.20 per 100-ft of pipeline. However, it must be
noted that each pipeline company has to meet minimum federal government requirements
for maintenance. The amount of money spent per year on maintenance depends on how
proactive a company is and how much money they are willing to spend.
Inserting the above costs into equation 6.3, we obtain the final equation to
calculate costs for this scenario:
+∑

(∆

𝑢𝑎𝑙

𝑎𝑖 𝑡𝑒 𝑎

𝑒 𝑜 𝑡 ) ((

)

)

-- (6.3)

Where,
NPVB = NPV of Scenario B
CCS = Capital Savings
∆

= incremental fuel costs
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C. Remove Pipeline: This is the scenario in which we completely remove the pipeline that is
causing the paradox observed. In this case, there will be no additional annual costs
associated with the change. However, there will be the capital cost involved in the onetime removal of the pipeline, which will depend on the length of the pipe to be removed.
It is difficult to quantify just how much it would cost to remove a length of pipe
from a network, as it heavily depends on factors such as the type of pipe, diameter, and
location of network. However, according to an Minerals Management Service (MMS)
Report by Scandapower (Nielsen, 2004), the average costs for removing and disposing of
pipelines in the Gulf of Mexico ranges from $10 to $15 per foot, for pipes with diameters
ranging from 4 inches to 16 inches, respectively.

These costs are for subsea and

deepwater operations; therefore to be modest we will use an average value of $10 per
foot for cost of pipeline removal (since our calculations assume we are working with
onshore operations).
Therefore, to calculate the costs associated with removing the pipeline, we have
the following equation:
𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒 𝑜 𝑎𝑙 𝑜 𝑡 + ∑

(∆

) ((

)

)

-- (6.3)

Where,
NPVC = NPV of Scenario C
CCS = Capital Savings
Total Removal Cost = Length of Pipe (ft) x Cost per foot removed
∆

= incremental fuel costs
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6.4 CASE STUDY – WAHA GAS GATHERING SYSTEM
To study the three scenarios mentioned above, we have chosen to use the Waha Gas gathering
network system that was mentioned in Chapter 5. From our observations, the required inlet
pressure (and additional horsepower) required in the 100-pipe network is higher when the
conductivity of certain pipes are increased in the network (particularly for pipe 62 – see Table
6.1 and Table E.1 in Appendix), for particular lengths, diameters and topology we have.
Therefore, we study the economic effect this has on the network, by analyzing all 3 scenarios
when the conductivity of pipe 62 is increased in the network.
The total additional horsepower required for the network is a difference in the summation
of the horsepower required at all the inlet nodes when pipe 62 is present and with increased an
increased conductivity value, and when it is not a part of the network. Therefore, we have:
𝑃
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Table 6.1: Showing Additional Horsepower required to operate the Network for when conductivity of pipe 62 is
changed

Pipe
62

Original HP of pipe HP with increased conductivity Additional HP
17348.34
17448.91
100.57

Table 6.2: Results for all Scenarios for Base Case (30yrs, $3.95 gas price, 12% discount rate)

Scenario DPC/NPV
Scenario A (Do Nothing): -$295,418.16
Scenario B (Shut-down Pipeline): $283,335.38
Scenario C (Remove Pipeline): $285,418.16

As mentioned earlier, Scenario A where we do nothing is the case in which we have negative
returns. That is, we are losing money annually on the project by doing nothing. From Table 6.2,
we can observe that for the base case we lose approximately $295,000 over the life of the
project. However, the savings from either shutting down the pipeline or removing it completely
comes to over $285,000 over the life of the project.
Making direct comparisons between shutting down the pipeline and removing the
pipeline (see Figures 6.2 to 6.5), we see that depending on the project life and the discount rates
chosen, one scenario will earn more savings than the other.
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Figure 6.2: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a discount rate of 5% over 40years

Figure 6.3: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a discount rate of 8% over 40years
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Figure 6.4: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a discount rate of 12% over 40years

Figure 6.5: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a discount rate of 15% over 40years
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From Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 we see that the two lines intersect over project lives of 9,
10 and 15 years respectively. Therefore, for project lives less than the intersection points, it
would be more economical for the company to shut-down the pipeline instead of removing it,
because they yield a higher Net Present Value (through savings) over that period of time.
Otherwise, the company is more profitable by removing the pipeline entirely. However for a
much higher discount rate (which is not typically observed for pipeline projects) such as 15%,
shutting down the pipeline remains the better option throughout the life of the project.

Figure 6.6: Showing the NPV vs. Gas Price with a Project life of 5yrs and discount rate of 12%
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Figure 6.7: Showing the NPV vs. Gas Price with a Project life of 30yrs and discount rate of 12%

By studying how the options are affected by change in price, we are essentially studying how the
options change with the different seasons. As mentioned earlier, natural gas prices are typically
higher in the winter months, so the higher gas prices could reflect great inflation in price over
time or simple changes in seasons, and the associated prices. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show that
regardless of the price of natural gas and the project life, the probable better option is to shut
down the pipeline, as it will yield greater savings (base discount rate of 12% is assumed in both
cases). However, it should be noted that the difference in the two options is very negligible so
the cost to the operator in choosing to remove the line (or not install at all in the first place)
would be minuscule in comparison.
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Figure 6.8: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a flowrate of 10MMSCFD and discount rate of 12%

Figure 6.9: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a flowrate of 50MMSCFD and discount rate of 12%
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Figure 6.10: Showing the NPV vs. Project Life with a flowrate of 200MMSCFD and discount rate of 12%

Figures 6.8 – 6.10 and Figure 6.4, show us how the amount of gas flowing through the
system could affect the choices we make and the potential savings that could be obtained in
making changes to our system upon observation of the paradox. From Figure 6.8 we see that if
we are flowing just 10 MMSCFD of gas and the project life is less than 14 years, the economical
choice would be to shut-down the line. If the line is removed instead, we lose money in the initial
years of the project but the money is later recovered through the life of the project, starting in the
fourteenth year. For such a small amount of gas flowing through the system, the required
horsepower with the existence of the paradox is not high. Therefore, the additional fuel cost is
lower than the cost of shutting down the line. Therefore we have no “savings” and this explains
the slight decline we observe in the shut-down line (Figure 6.8).
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If we are flowing 50 MMSCFD of gas through the network, both options show
immediate savings (returns), but shutting down the pipeline earns more savings than removing it,
if the project life is 15 years or less. However, for a longer project life (over 15 years), removing
the pipeline earns more savings. The case is same for flow through the network when we are
supplying 125 MMSCFD to the network. However, shutting down the line is the better option for
a longer project life of 15 years.
From Figure 6.11, we observe that when flowing 200 MMSCFD of gas or more, both
options exhibit very similar savings, with but the option to shut-down the line is still the better
option for a project life less than 15yrs. Otherwise, it would be more economical to remove the
pipeline completely. However, the difference between both options when we are flowing such a
large amount of gas, is relatively small and choosing either option, will give significant savings
in the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Overall, we see that although the gas capacity of the network will change the total
amount of savings that can be obtained from either option, the decision to shut-down the pipeline
will be the better option for project lives of 14-15years or less. Otherwise, for longer project
lives, the decision to remove the pipeline would give us more savings in general.

6.5 CONCLUSION
The appropriate action to be carried out will depend on the discount rates, gas prices (to a
negligible extent), total flow capacity of network, and the base costs for pipe removal and
maintenance. Once these are known for the specific project, one can deduce what the options are
going forward, and how much they stand to lose (or gain) if they choose one option over the
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other. From the results, we see that with the associated costs of Braess’ Paradox, the only time
when doing nothing is the best option would be if the compression costs and gas price were zero.
This is because for the other options, you either have the cost of removing the pipeline, or the
costs associated with maintaining the shut-down pipeline.
Otherwise, for real scenarios where we indeed have costs associated with compressing
the gas, and natural gas will never be a free commodity. Therefore, the only options available to
the operator upon observing the paradox would be either to completely remove the pipeline, or
shut-down the line with regular maintenance. However, these options are dependent on how long
the project life is, as well as the discount rates for the project.
We found that for low discount rates (~5%) and short project lives (less than 6 years), the
better option would be to shut-down the pipe line. Otherwise, for low discount rates and longer
project lives, the better option would be to remove the pipeline completely, for higher project
savings. On the other hand, for higher discount rates of ~15% or greater, the option of shutting
down the pipeline remains the better scenario for the entire forty-year project life.
As mentioned earlier, although the gas capacity of the network will change the total
amount of savings that can be obtained from either option, the decision to shut-down the pipeline
remains the better option for project lives of 13-15 years or less. Otherwise, for longer project
lives, the decision to remove the pipeline would give us more savings in general.
Finally, it should be noted that the amount of savings or cost obtained from observing the
paradox in our various networks, depends heavily on the additional horsepower required to
operate the network when the paradox is occurring within the network. For example, in our case,
with all other things held constant, we can see how the required additional horsepower would
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affect the decision of the network operator in Figure 6.11. If the additional required horsepower
was in the order of thousands, we see that our savings or additional costs (depending on the
option chosen) will be in the order of millions of thousands of dollars.

Figure 6.11: Showing the NPV vs. Additional Required HP, with a flowrate of 125MMSCFD, discount rate of 12%,
and project life of 30yrs

This type of analysis is primarily useful for a project that is still within the planning
phases, so that the appropriate actions can be taken out with even fewer costs associated to the
operating pipeline company, as the paradox can be avoided altogether, or taken care of for
specific project lives and discount rates.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Natural Gas is an important energy resource that is continually increasing in demand
worldwide. The transportation of natural gas from producer to end-user involves a highly
complex system consisting of several pipelines, compressor stations, and other equipment. With
increasing demand of natural gas, the transportation process through pipelines needs to be highly
efficient, in order to reduce operational costs and possibly the cost to the consumer.
Reflecting on all research previously done on optimization of natural gas networks, we
observe that all the previous studies and the software created, do not take into account how the
network topology in particular may affect the productivity of the network. This fueled our
interest in quantifying the effects Braess’ paradox may have on natural gas network systems.

7.1 SUMMARY OF THESIS
The thesis offers the following four contributions in particular, in gas network transportation and
optimization:
1. First Case of Studying Braess’ Paradox in Natural Gas Networks.
This research has been able to prove the existence of Braess’ Paradox in natural gas
networks, which had not previously been observed. Broadly defined, the paradox is the
scenario in which the addition of a line to a network will decrease the general efficiency
of the network, and thus introduce a higher “user cost.” Originally, Braess’ Paradox was
discovered in traffic networks by Dietrich Braess’ in 1968, and has now been extended to
electrical power systems, computer networks, virtual cell research, and some real life
scenarios such as the sport of basketball, or traffic networks in Seoul, Korea, and New
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York City. In our case, we define the paradox as the scenario in which the addition of a
pipe (or increase in conductivity of a pipe) will cause an increase in the required
horsepower for the network, therefore introducing greater operation costs for that
network.
In Chapter 4, we successfully showed that under certain conditions, we start to
observe the paradox in networks that have three or more pipes. From the preceding
chapters, we have come to the following conclusions:


Braess’ paradox will never occur in two-pipe parallel networks



For the paradox to occur in networks with three or more pipes, other factors come
into play, other than the network topology - factors such as the pipe conductivity,
and the ratio of flow in the inlet (supply) and outlet (demand) pipes. For each
case, the conditions for the paradox vary, but are a combination of the
aforementioned factors

Using the Waha Gas Gathering system as our case study, in Chapter 5 we show how the
occurrence of the paradox is determined in larger network systems, first of all by
studying the entire network as a whole, increasing the conductivity of each pipe and
observing how the required inlet horsepower changes in each case. We also show simpler
and quicker method of studying the paradox. First by using the spanning tree algorithm to
determine sub-networks that exhibit redundancy and may exhibit paradoxical behavior,
then tests are then carried out on these sub-networks, reducing them to their Ward
equivalents and then comparing the conditions built for the smaller networks to determine
if the paradox occurs. Using both the Ward equivalent and the conductivity tests, we
successfully showed the occurrence of the paradox in the Waha network – determining
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that there were conditions under which the network would run at lower inlet pressures
(and horsepower values) if these pipes were not present.
2. Introduce methodology for testing larger networks by decomposing them to smaller
equivalent substructures. This was done by employing the use of the Ward Equivalent.
This concept had only previously been used to reduce larger electrical networks to
smaller networks that could quickly be studied, while accounting for the behavior of the
general network. This is the first case where the Ward equivalent has been used in natural
gas networks. For our studies, we use the Ward Equivalent to reduce our entire network
into a smaller equivalent network, based on the network conductivity values and
flowrates at static steady state conditions. In doing this, we were able to zoom in on
certain sub-structures in the network and study what the overall effect of removing (or
changing the conductivity) of a certain pipe may be on the entire network. Through
studies using the Ward Equivalent, we were able to tell which pipes in the larger network
would show us the paradox, and then calculate the additional horsepower required in the
network as a result of these pipes being present.
As Roughgarden (2004) had previously stated, Braess’ Paradox is difficult to
detect efficiently in large networks, and improvement in performance that is achieved by
removing edges can be arbitrarily large in these networks. The Ward Equivalent serves as
a tool to run quick tests on the larger network structures, by minimizing them to the
smaller 3-5 pipe network structures that we already built conditions for, to see if the
paradox occurs within these structures, instead of removing pipes one by one from the
larger structure and then running tests to observe how the inlet pressure and horsepower
data change.
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3. Addition of a pipe to a network could adversely affect the network performance leading
to increased horsepower requirements and increased operation costs.
By network performance here, we are referring to how high the inlet pressure(s) in a gas
network need to be to flow a certain fixed amount of gas (qT) from the supply node(s) to
the demand node(s). The lower the required inlet pressures are to flow the same amount
of gas, the better. Through the occurrence of the paradox, we see that there are certain
conditions related to the conductivity values and ratio of flow at the inlet and outlet
nodes, where the removal of a pipeline from the network could decrease the required inlet
pressures(s) and horsepower values required for particular gas networks. Knowing and
quantifying the conditions under which the paradox occurs can help in manipulating and
improving the performance of these network systems, and subsequently reduce the
average cost of distribution of natural gas.
4. Showing the best options available to a network operator if Braess’ Paradox is detected
in the network
This thesis goes through an economic analysis of the paradox (see Chapter 6), using the
Waha Gas Gathering system as a cases study, and showing the options available to our
network operator if the paradox is observed. This is done by calculating the (additional)
net present value of the project based on finding the paradox in our network, and the
additional horsepower required to operate the network with the paradox occurring. Our
finds show that the savings could be in the order of millions of dollars, depending on the
additional horsepower required. The options available to the network operator would
either to A) Do Nothing, B) Shut-down the pipeline, or C) Remove the pipeline.
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Mitigating the occurrence of the paradox will aid gas pipeline operation and
distribution companies in efficiently designing the pipeline network structures and in
selecting the gas flow routes for new networks, therefore improving the transportation
process. In Chapter 6, we are able to show that Braess’ paradox does not only affect the
additional horsepower required to transport the gas from the supply nodes to the demand
nodes, but that it also increases the costs of running the network, that could have been
avoided if the paradox had been detected at all. We propose methods in this thesis on
how to eliminate the associated costs of the paradox and increase savings in the operation
of our gas network. The additional horsepower information obtained in Chapter 5 upon
the occurrence of the paradox is used to figure out if the network operator is better off
removing the pipeline, or simply shutting it in, with regular maintenance on the line. The
choice between the two options is primarily affected by the number of years left on the
project, as well as the discount rates chosen. The effect of the gas price, however, seems
to be negligible. The only scenario in which Doing Nothing upon observation of the
paradox would be the wise choice, would be if the cost of compression as well the natural
gas prices, were zero - which is never the case.
It should be noted that it may not be in the best interest of the operator to remove
or shut-down several pipelines that cause the paradox at a time. Upon removal (or shutdown) of each additional pipe, tests for the paradox will need to be done on the network
to confirm that we are not creating a new network structure that will cause the paradox to
occur. For a network that is still in the planning phase, in order to completely avoid the
occurrence of the paradox, it would be in the best interest of the network operator to have
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the network designed as a tree structure, therefore avoiding any redundancies in the
network that may otherwise have caused the paradox to occur.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Based on our studies on Braess’ paradox in natural gas networks, we have a couple of
recommendations for future studies:
1. Creating non-linear conditions for Braess’ Paradox: Our derivations were made using
assumptions of linear pressure differences and assuming laminar flow in the pipes (n =
1). We showed in Chapter 4 that these assumptions, have certain limitations, even
though we observed scenarios where the conditions applied. Therefore, a more extensive
mathematical analysis of the paradox using gas equations will help in narrowing down
the conditions for which it exists in different network sizes.
2. Finding particular limits for Braess’ paradox in larger networks: Our research showed
methods in which one could study larger network studies for Braess’ paradox. However,
we had some limitations with the data available on the large network used as our case
study. Therefore, running several simulations on real natural gas network systems may
help in narrowing down actual limits for Braess’ paradox in the larger networks, without
the need for creating Ward equivalents of the networks
3. More extensive economic analysis: We ran an economic analysis with various
sensitivities on gas price, discount rate and life of the network. However, the decisionmaker would need to run a more extensive analysis for their particular case, taking into
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account compressor locations, as well as other project costs that may affect the operating
costs of the gas network.
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Appendix A: Simulation Testing for Braess’ Paradox
All simulations were done using Matlab.
Algorithm for Simulation Procedures


Load input data: nodes, pipes, Pipe lengths (l), Diameters (D), Initial guesses for
flowrates (q_init), Index matrix defining the connection of the pipes (q_ind), resistivity
index defining the loop structures (Rq_ind), Demand/Supply matrix (SD), gas specific
gravity (SG), z-factor (Z), pressure at standard conditions in psia (Psc), temperature at
standard conditions (Tsc), average temperature (Tavg), network efficiency (Eff)



Choose Gas flow equation to be used: (1) Weymouth, (2) Panhandle-A, or (3) PanhandleB



Based on the gas flow equation chosen we calculate the Conductivity (C) and Resistivity
(R) values



With all the above information, we can now run the Newton-Raphson procedure, to
determine the optimized values of the flowrates of each pipe in the network, using the “qformulation” set of equations



Based on these flow-rate values (and resistivity on each pipe), we can easily calculate the
pressure difference on each pipe (DP), and thus, the upstream and downstream pressures
– giving us the press each node (P)
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The compressor locations are defined, and based on the nodes at which the compressors
are placed, we calculate the required horsepower at said nodes (HPn). For the nodes
where there are no compressors, we will simply have HPn = 0



The total horsepower required for the defined network is defined as the sum of the
required horsepower at each node with compressors (HP total)



Print results for q, P, DP, HPn, HPtotal

Assumptions


Steady state system with no initial congestion



Total demand = Total supply



Balanced pipelines – whatever is fed to “input” node = sum of what’s leaving “output”
node, for all pipeline nodes
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Appendix B: Equations Used for Simulations

Kirchoff’s Laws:
o Kirchoff’s First Law of mass continuity, states that:

q

in

  qout  0

There will be only (N-1) linearly independent equations with respect to the first law (i.e
the nodes at which pressure is not specified).

o Kirchoff’s Second Law which states that around a loop, Net P   0 . Therefore,
loop

 

loop






   Ri qin  0
  P 2  0 implying
i

i

This equation is highly non-linear and is written for L number of loops (the loops are
positive in the clockwise direction).

General Gas Flow Equation (GFE):

The general gas flow equation can be written as (Ayala, 2012):

The short form of the gas equation is:
(

)

⁄

For
[

]
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Where:
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𝑖𝑜 𝑙𝑒

Alternatively, we can write the equation as:

Where R is simply the resistivity of the pipe, and has the following relationship with C:
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Alternatively, we could write the resistivity as:
, where K is a constant that is fluid-dependent
Some common approximations for the friction factor ( ) are (Ayala, 2012):
Friction
Factor

n

m

2.00

5.333

Panhandle-A
(Original
Panhandle)

1.8539

4.854

Panhandle-B
(Modified
Panhandle)

1.9608

4.961

Equation
Weymouth

𝑜𝑟 (𝑖 )𝑜𝑟
𝑜𝑟

𝑜𝑟 ( )
𝑜𝑟 ( ) (

𝑜𝑟 (𝑖 ) (

⁄ )

(

⁄ )𝑜𝑟

𝑜𝑟

⁄ )
( ) (

⁄ )

Compressor Modeling:
According to An et al. (2012), Compressor Horsepower can be calculated as

[( )

(

)

]

where:
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(

),

= cumulative flow rate through compressor, scfd
Pi = compressor inlet pressure (suction pressure), psia
Pj = surface pressure (discharge pressure), psia
= gas compressibility factor at compressor inlet,
= compressor suction temperature, oR
 = specific heat enthalpy ratio (cp/cV),
= compressor efficiency.
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Appendix C: Matlab Simulations
%SIMULATION FOR UNCONSTRAINED RUN OF (HORIZONTAL) GAS NETWORK
%By Temitope Phillips, PhD Candidate, EME Dept. PSU

clc
clear all
format long eng
%import data
load pipelength.txt
load diameter.txt
load q_initial.txt
load derivative.txt
load q_ind.txt
load Rq_ind.txt
load SD.txt
l=pipelength; %Length (miles)
d=diameter;%Diameter (in)
pipes=length(l);%Pipeline Data for Each Leg
nodes = input('number of nodes in the network =
loops=pipes-(nodes-1);
q_init = q_initial; %initial guesses for flowrate

');

%Given Parameters
SG=0.65; %Specific Gravity
Zavg=0.9; %z-factor at Average Temp and Pressure
Psc=14.7; %Pressure in Standard Condition (psia)
Tsc=520; %Temperature in Standard Condition (R)
Tavg=520; %Average Temperature (R)
Eff=0.98; %Efficiency
%%%%%Now Writing The Pipeline Design Equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
method=input('Select Equation : 1) Weymouth \n
Panhandle-B \n');

2) Panhandle-A \n

3)

switch method
case 1 %Weymouth
m=16/3;
%n=1;
n=1/2;
beta=433.39;
r=(SG*Zavg*Tavg/beta^2)*(Psc/Tsc)^2;
case 2 %Panhandle-A
m=4.854;
n=1/1.854;
beta=435.87;
r=(SG^0.8539)*Tavg*Zavg*Psc^2/((beta^1.854)*Tsc^2);
case 3 %Panhandle-B
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m=4.96;
n=0.51;
beta=737;
r=(SG^0.961)*Tavg*Zavg*Psc^2/((beta^1.96)*Tsc^2);
end

R=zeros(1,pipes); %Prelocating Array
for i=1:pipes
%
R(i) = r*l(i)/(d(i)^m); %Resistance of Pipe
R(i) = 1/(C(i)^(1/n)); % resistance of pipes
end

%%%%%%Newton-Raphson Procedure
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%initial guesses for q & dq
q = q_init; %SCFD
dq = derivative; %SCFD
%prelocatting arrays for q-direction, Rq
Rq=zeros(1,pipes); %product of resistance and q for each pipe
diff_Rq=zeros(1,pipes); %differential of Rq for each pipe
dir=sign(q); %direction of pipe flow
while max(abs(dq)) > 10^-4
for i=1:pipes
if q(i)<0 %if q is negative
q(i)=abs(q(i));
dir(i) = -dir(i); % change flow direction
Rq(i) = dir(i)*R(i)*((q(i))^(1/n)); %R*q^(1/n)
diff_Rq(i) = dir(i)*(R(i)/n)*(q(i)^((1-n)/n)); %Differentiation of
R*q^(1/n)
else %if q is positive, flow remains the same direction
Rq(i) = dir(i)*R(i)*((q(i))^(1/n));
diff_Rq(i) = dir(i)*(R(i)/n)*(q(i)^((1-n)/n));
end
end
%%%%%formulating residual equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
y = isempty(Rq_ind);
q_sign=dir.*q;
q_mat = q_ind*q_sign;
f_new = SD+q_mat;
if y==0
Rq_mat = Rq_ind*Rq';
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%therefore, the set of equations give us the following 'f'
f = [f_new;Rq_mat]; % should be (pipesx1) matrix in size
%qind = (node-1) rows, (pipes) columns
%dir' %changes "dir" to a single row matrix instead of single column
%q_ind is already a (node-1 x pipes) matrix
dir_new = repmat(dir',(nodes-1),1); %duplicates the rows of dir' so
%%we can have the first few rows of Jacobian marix
dir_mat=q_ind.*dir_new; %the first [(node-1)x pipes] for Jacobian
matrix diff_Rq;
diff_Rq_new=repmat(diff_Rq,loops,1); %duplicates the rows of dir' so
%%we can have the last few rows of Jacobian marix
dRq_mat=Rq_ind.*diff_Rq_new; %the last [loops x pipes] for Jacobian
matrix
%%%therefore, we have the following JACOBIAN MATRIX
A=[dir_mat;dRq_mat];
else
%therefore, the set of equations give us the following 'f'
f = [f_new]; % should be (pipesx1) matrix in size
%qind = (node-1) rows, (pipes) columns
%dir' %changes "dir" to a single row matrix instead of single column
%q_ind is already a (node-1 x pipes) matrix
dir_new = repmat(dir',(nodes-1),1); %duplicates the rows of dir' so
%%we can have the first few rows of Jacobian marix
dir_mat=q_ind.*dir_new; %the first [(node-1)x pipes] for Jacobian
matrix diff_Rq;
%%%therefore, we have the following JACOBIAN MATRIX
A=[dir_mat];

end

%Residual Vector
B = -[f];
%Improved Vector
dq = A\B;
%New Estimated q
q = q + dq;
end
%declaring the flowrate value
q=q*1e6;

%Latest Rq^(1/n)
for i=1:pipes
Rq(i) = dir(i)*R(i)*((q(i))^(1/n));
end
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dp= sqrt(abs(Rq)); % abs(deltap) for each pipe

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%PRINT RESULTS TO SCREEN
Flowrates = dir.*q/1e6 %mmscfd
deltaP =dp'
%psia
dpmi = deltaP./l %psia/mi

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Simualtion for Spanning Tree
---------------------------------------------------------------%Main Section of Code
load gcode.txt % gcode is NxN conductivity matrix for the network
CMatrix = gcode;
% Tree is the matrix saving the tree, and Cost is summation of all cost
% upon arcs.
[Tree] = UndirectedMaximumSpanningTree (CMatrix)
TreeView = view(biograph(Tree))
%Function Code creating Spanning Tree
function [ Tree] = UndirectedMaximumSpanningTree (CMatrix)
% The function takes CMatrix (the NxN conductivity matrix) as input and
returns the maximum spanning tree T
% Uses modification of Kruskal's Algorithm by Liu (1965) and Edmonds (1967)
% Modification of code written by Guangdi Li (2009)
% Extract the edge weights from the Conductivity matrix (CMatrix)
% Sort the edges in increasing order of Conductivity weights

n = size (CMatrix,1); %Number of nodes
EdgeWeights = 0;
%Edges and corresponding weights
EdgeWeightsCounter = 0;
for i = 1:n
for j = (i+1):n
if ((CMatrix(i,j))~=0)
EdgeWeightsCounter = EdgeWeightsCounter + 1;
EdgeWeights(EdgeWeightsCounter,1) = CostMatrix(i,j);
EdgeWeights(EdgeWeightsCounter,2) = i;
EdgeWeights(EdgeWeightsCounter,3) = j;
end
end
end
SortedEdgeWeights = 0;
SortedEdgeWeights = sortrows(EdgeWeights);
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% First column of SortedEdgeWeights are the weights
% Second and third column are the vertices that the pipes connect
m = size(SortedEdgeWeights,1); % number of pipes
% We use the Disjoint sets data structures to detect cycle while adding new
% pipes. Union by Rank with path compression is implemented here.
% Assign parent pointers to each node. Initially each node points to
% itself. Now we have a conceptual forest of n trees representing n disjoint
% sets
global ParentPointer ;
ParentPointer = 0;
ParentPointer(1:n) = 1:n;
% Assign a rank to each node (root of each tree). Initially all nodes
% have the rank zero.
TreeRank = 0;
TreeRank(1:n) = 0;
% Visit each pipe in the sorted edges array
% If the two end nodes of the pipes are in different sets (no cycle), add
% the pipe to the set of pipes in maximum spanning tree
MSTreeEdges = 0;
MSTreeEdgesCounter = 0; i = m;
while ((MSTreeEdgesCounter < (n-1)) && (i>=1))
%Find the roots of the trees of the selected pipe’s two nodes
%belong to. Also perform path compression.
root1=0; root2=0; temproot=0;
temproot = SortedEdgeWeights(i,2);
root1 = FIND_PathCompression(temproot);
temproot = SortedEdgeWeights(i,3);
root2 = FIND_PathCompression(temproot);
if (root1 ~= root2)
MSTreeEdgesCounter = MSTreeEdgesCounter + 1;
MSTreeEdges(MSTreeEdgesCounter,1:3) = SortedEdgeWeights(i,:);
if (TreeRank(root1)>TreeRank(root2))
ParentPointer(root2)=root1;
else
if (TreeRank(root1)==TreeRank(root2))
TreeRank(root2)=TreeRank(root2) + 1;
end
ParentPointer(root1)=root2;
end
end
i = i - 1;
end
MSTreeEdgesCounter = 0;
Tree = 0;
Tree(1:n,1:n)=0;
while (MSTreeEdgesCounter < (n-1))
MSTreeEdgesCounter = MSTreeEdgesCounter + 1;
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Tree(MSTreeEdges(MSTreeEdgesCounter,2),MSTreeEdges(MSTreeEdgesCounter,3))=1;
Tree(MSTreeEdges(MSTreeEdgesCounter,3),MSTreeEdges(MSTreeEdgesCounter,2))=1;
end
%T
Cost = 0;
for p = 1:n
for q = p+1:n
if Tree( p,q ) == 1
Cost = Cost + CostMatrix( p,q );
end
end
end
end
function [parent] = FIND_PathCompression(temproot)
global ParentPointer;
ParentPointer(temproot);
if (ParentPointer(temproot)~=temproot)
ParentPointer(temproot) = FIND_PathCompression(ParentPointer(temproot));
end
parent = ParentPointer(temproot);
end
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Appendix D: Data Used for Simulations
Nodes
Pipe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Length
(miles)
13.87
11.61
4.84
3.23
10.00
2.90
4.52
0.97
0.97
1.61
0.65
0.97
1.61
0.97
0.97
1.29
1.94
2.58
2.58
0.65
1.29
0.97
0.97
1.94
0.65
1.29
4.84
4.52
4.52
2.58
2.26
1.29
2.74
0.97
0.65
1.61
1.45

Upstream
1
1
39
40
39
2
2
3
3
5
4
5
4
7
7
6
9
9
10
8
11
8
11
12
13
14
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
21
20
21

Downstream
2
39
40
41
32
3
9
4
5
6
7
7
8
8
6
8
6
10
6
11
13
12
12
15
14
15
16
17
18
17
18
19
20
21
20
22
22
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Nodes
Pipe
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Length
(miles)
2.58
4.19
8.06
3.55
1.29
1.61
1.29
1.77
1.94
9.35
1.94
3.55
2.26
5.81
10.65
16.45
2.26
3.55
1.94
4.84
2.58
3.55
2.26
5.81
4.84
3.55
3.23
2.26
2.26
2.58
1.29
2.58
0.97
1.61
1.61
2.90
2.90
1.29
2.90

Upstream
22
19
20
23
25
25
26
26
27
24
28
17
16
30
31
31
16
32
33
33
34
34
35
35
36
37
38
41
42
37
37
44
38
41
45
46
47
47
43

Downstream
23
23
24
25
26
27
27
28
29
28
29
30
30
31
19
23
32
33
30
31
33
31
34
32
35
36
37
38
36
42
43
43
44
45
44
37
42
46
48
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Nodes
Pipe
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Length
(miles)
1.29
1.61
2.58
1.29
1.61
0.97
0.81
0.81
0.97
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
1.94
1.94
1.29
1.13
1.29
2.90
1.61
1.77
2.58
2.58
1.29

Upstream Downstream
49
46
50
47
45
51
51
48
48
49
50
49
48
52
51
52
51
53
52
54
53
54
53
55
54
55
56
49
57
50
57
56
55
56
58
57
55
58
58
59
59
60
58
60
61
58
60
61

Diameter for all pipes assumed to be 8 in (based on pressure profile of network, we chose a
general diameter that would not give us pressure drops that were too high on any one pipe).
Gas properties were estimated as follows:
o Average compressibility factor = 0.90 (assuming primarily methane gas at
standard pressure, see diagram below – Figure D1)
o Average gas temperature = 520 R
o Standard gas temperature and pressure = 520 R and 14.7 psi respectively
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Figure D1: Showing Methane Compressibility Factor Behavior (Savidge, 2000)
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Appendix E: Results from Horsepower Calculations For Chapter 5 (Section
5.3)
Using the data from Appendix E, we calculate Conductivity on each pipe and increase by
60% of its original value (one at a time), then see the effect it has on the rest of the network. The
data in the table below represents the Total Inlet Horsepower for the network and the difference
in Horsepower values from the original network (with original conductivity values ) and the
modified network (with 60% increase in conductivity values) while holding the pressures
constant at different nodes.
HPO29 = Total HP in original network when pressure is held at node 29
HPO33 = Total HP in original network when pressure is held at node 33
HPO38 = Total HP in original network when pressure is held at node 38
HPN29 = Total HP in modified network (new Conductivity on each pipe) when pressure is held
at node 29, HP units
HPN33 = Total HP in modified network (new Conductivity on each pipe) when pressure is held
at node 33, HP units
HPN38 = Total HP in modified network (new Conductivity on each pipe) when pressure is held
at node 38, HP units
HP29 = Difference in HP when pressure is held at node 29, HP units
HP33 = Difference in HP when pressure is held at node 33, HP units
HP38 = Difference in HP when pressure is held at node 38, HP units

*Highlighted parts show increase in HP with an increase in Conductivity on
specific pipes. If HP< 1 HP, the value was neglected because it could have been
due to rounding up errors in simulation.
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Total HP with Original Conductivity

Pipe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

HPO29
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33

HPO33
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05

HPO38
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34

Total HP with 60%+ Conductivity

HPN29
17300.32
17345.32
17338.49
17341.44
17282.94
17342.97
17346.66
17346.44
17346.86
17346.83
17346.89
17346.58
17345.15
17344.68
17346.33
17343.61
17343.67
17345.73
17341.10
17342.11
17340.52
17342.88
17346.89
17334.93
17344.30
17346.39
17346.89
17343.47
17257.82
17338.45
17247.13
17306.02
17275.48
17326.46
17345.08
17345.61
17342.82
17315.45

HPN33
17309.97
17346.29
17340.77
17343.45
17280.72
17344.88
17348.27
17348.01
17348.41
17348.37
17348.43
17348.14
17346.80
17346.35
17347.90
17345.32
17345.40
17347.22
17342.78
17343.73
17339.89
17344.73
17348.45
17341.16
17349.39
17349.04
17348.36
17346.93
17341.14
17349.23
17350.24
17347.24
17347.36
17348.52
17348.46
17348.40
17348.41
17347.98

Difference in Requried HP

HPN38 HP29 HP33 HP38
17368.7 -48.01 -39.08 20.40
17341.2 -3.01 -2.76
-7.11
17372.5 -9.84 -8.28
24.19
17364
-6.89 -5.60
15.70
17379.5 -65.39 -68.33 31.20
17348
-5.36 -4.17
-0.36
17348.8 -1.67 -0.78
0.51
17348.3 -1.89 -1.04
-0.06
17348.4 -1.47 -0.64
0.08
17348.3 -1.50 -0.68
0.00
17348.4 -1.44 -0.62
0.07
17348.3 -1.75 -0.91
-0.05
17347.7 -3.18 -2.25
-0.67
17347.4 -3.65 -2.70
-0.89
17348.1 -2.00 -1.15
-0.27
17346.8 -4.72 -3.73
-1.53
17347
-4.66 -3.65
-1.33
17346.8 -2.60 -1.83
-1.53
17343.9 -7.23 -6.27
-4.41
17346.1 -6.22 -5.32
-2.20
17344.2 -7.81 -9.16
-4.12
17346.5 -5.45 -4.32
-1.88
17348.4 -1.44 -0.60
0.08
17345 -13.40 -7.89
-3.33
17349
-4.03
0.34
0.65
17348.7 -1.94 -0.01
0.38
17348.4 -1.44 -0.69
0.03
17347.9 -4.86 -2.12
-0.44
17345.7 -90.51 -7.91
-2.59
17349.3 -9.88
0.18
0.92
17349.8 -101.20 1.19
1.50
17348.3 -42.31 -1.81
0.00
17348.3 -72.85 -1.69
0.01
17348.4 -21.87 -0.52
0.08
17348.4 -3.25 -0.59
0.07
17348.4 -2.72 -0.65
0.07
17348.4 -5.51 -0.64
0.07
17348.4 -32.88 -1.07
0.05
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Total HP with Original Conductivity

Pipe
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

HPO29
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33

HPO33
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05

HPO38
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34

Total HP with 60%+ Conductivity

HPN29
17279.94
17050.17
16208.76
17297.26
17280.01
17341.02
17339.74
17080.53
16990.94
17092.50
17340.20
17346.83
17346.84
17229.42
17160.32
17336.53
17342.30
17344.35
17344.67
17345.88
17342.18
17334.10
17342.49
17254.04
17335.77
17346.88
17346.69
17339.81
17346.59
17346.40
17346.84
17346.67
17346.04
17346.83
17344.89
17344.03
17346.89
17343.65

HPN33
17347.93
17348.21
17348.91
17348.46
17348.46
17348.43
17348.44
17348.45
17348.17
17348.41
17352.20
17347.80
17348.41
17355.18
17354.60
17348.65
17337.02
17356.72
17354.84
17344.71
17351.24
17333.78
17345.02
17252.01
17337.40
17348.41
17348.26
17341.10
17348.11
17347.93
17348.39
17348.21
17347.63
17348.37
17346.44
17345.53
17348.43
17345.20

Difference in Requried HP

HP29 HP33 HP38
HPN38
17348.384 -68.39
-1.12
0.05
17348.399 -298.16 -0.84
0.06
17348.431 -1139.57 -0.14
0.09
17348.411 -51.07
-0.59
0.07
17348.411 -68.32
-0.59
0.07
17348.41
-7.31
-0.62
0.07
17348.41
-8.59
-0.61
0.07
17348.411 -267.80 -0.60
0.07
17348.397 -357.39 -0.88
0.06
17348.409 -255.83 -0.64
0.07
17349.228
-8.13
3.15
0.89
17348.361
-1.50
-1.25
0.02
17348.584
-1.49
-0.64
0.25
17348.425 -118.91 6.13
0.09
17348.45 -188.01 5.55
0.11
17356.9
-11.80
-0.40
8.56
17344.93
-6.03
-12.03
-3.41
17350.373
-3.98
7.67
2.03
17350.58
-3.66
5.79
2.24
17349.501
-2.45
-4.34
1.16
17353.191
-6.15
2.19
4.85
17361.686 -14.23 -15.27 13.35
17342.39
-5.84
-4.03
-5.95
17448.91
-94.29 -97.04 100.57
17351.86
-12.56 -11.65
3.52
17348.783
-1.45
-0.63
0.44
17349.92
-1.64
-0.79
1.58
17355.362
-8.52
-7.95
7.02
17349.475
-1.74
-0.94
1.14
17348.176
-1.93
-1.12
-0.16
17348.178
-1.49
-0.66
-0.16
17347.279
-1.66
-0.84
-1.06
17348.771
-2.29
-1.42
0.43
17348.092
-1.50
-0.68
-0.25
17345.528
-3.44
-2.61
-2.81
17347.488
-4.30
-3.52
-0.85
17348.415
-1.44
-0.62
0.08
17344.275
-4.68
-3.85
-4.06
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Total HP with Original Conductivity

Pipe
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

HPO29
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33
17348.33

HPO33
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05
17349.05

HPO38
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34
17348.34

Total HP with 60%+ Conductivity

HPN29
17345.68
17345.77
17342.52
17346.48
17346.78
17346.89
17346.53
17346.86
17346.89
17346.85
17346.89
17346.88
17346.88
17346.26
17345.99
17346.81
17346.88
17344.92
17345.19
17344.65
17345.71
17346.57
17346.74
17346.82

HPN33
17347.21
17347.30
17344.12
17348.01
17348.32
17348.43
17348.07
17348.40
17348.43
17348.39
17348.43
17348.42
17348.42
17347.80
17347.53
17348.35
17348.42
17346.46
17346.73
17346.19
17347.25
17348.11
17348.28
17348.36

HPN38
17347.435
17347.564
17343.116
17348.003
17348.378
17348.41
17348.048
17348.382
17348.403
17348.36
17348.409
17348.391
17348.387
17347.866
17347.598
17348.309
17348.405
17346.467
17346.661
17346.163
17347.228
17348.09
17348.251
17348.34

Difference in Requried HP

HP29 HP33 HP38
-2.65
-1.84
-0.90
-2.56
-1.75
-0.77
-5.81
-4.93
-5.22
-1.85
-1.03
-0.34
-1.55
-0.73
0.04
-1.44
-0.62
0.07
-1.80
-0.98
-0.29
-1.47
-0.65
0.04
-1.44
-0.62
0.06
-1.48
-0.66
0.02
-1.44
-0.62
0.07
-1.45
-0.63
0.05
-1.45
-0.63
0.05
-2.07
-1.25
-0.47
-2.34
-1.52
-0.74
-1.52
-0.70
-0.03
-1.45
-0.63
0.07
-3.41
-2.59
-1.87
-3.14
-2.31
-1.68
-3.68
-2.86
-2.18
-2.62
-1.80
-1.11
-1.76
-0.93
-0.25
-1.59
-0.77
-0.09
-1.51
-0.69
0.00

Table E.1: Showing Horsepower data for Original and Modified (increased by 60%) Conductivity values
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Appendix F: Sample Calculation of Ward Equivalent
Consider the following network with 20 nodes and 32 pipes:

Figure E1: Gas Network with 32 pipes and 20 nodes

The Conductivity Matrix for the network is given as:

Figure E2: NxN conductivity matrix for network showin in Fig. E1
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Focusing on the Wheatstone sub-structure highlighted in the Figure E1, formed at nodes 10, 12,
11 and 14, we can now define the Internal, External, and Boundary Nodes (according to
definitions on pages 70 and 71).


Internal Nodes (i): None



Boundary Nodes (b): 10, 11, 12 and 14



External Nodes (e): All other nodes in the network.

Therefore, the full system Conductivity matrix can be partitioned as follows:

[

]

Where:


𝑡 𝑒 (𝑒 𝑒) 𝑢

𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖 𝑜

𝑜

𝑢 𝑡𝑖 𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒 𝑖 𝑡 𝑒 𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑙

𝑡𝑒



𝑡 𝑒(

𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖 𝑜

𝑜

𝑢 𝑡𝑖 𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒

𝑎𝑟

𝑜 𝑒 𝑎

𝑒) 𝑢

𝑡 𝑒 𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑙

𝑒𝑡 𝑒𝑒 𝑡 𝑒 𝑜𝑢

𝑡𝑒




𝑜

𝑢 𝑡𝑖 𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒

𝑒𝑡 𝑒𝑒 𝑡 𝑒 𝑜𝑢

𝑎𝑟

𝑜 𝑒 𝑎

𝑡 𝑒 𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑙 𝑜 𝑒
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The resulting partitioning of the network is given as:

Figure E3: Showing partitions for the Ward Equivalent

Therefore, using this information, we can form the Ward equivalent of the network with the
Wheatstone structure using this equation:

And the resulting Ward Equivalent is:

Which translates to:

Figure E4: Showing Ward Equivalent of Fig E1
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Appendix G: Explanation of Work Done by Calvert & Keady (1991, 1993)
Below, is a detailed account of their studies on the Wheatstone pipe structure (Figure 1), to
observe how changes within the network may affect the head at each node, and the total power
consumption. All equations focus on their findings specifically in the SENAC paper (Part 1,
Appendix A: Section A.6.3). From Figure 1, we can immediately see that the conductivity
function (which is explained later, but similar to conductivity function in our gas equations) is
linear in two pipes and non-linear in two other pipes. This is never the case in gas networks, as it
would suggest linearly flowing pipes directly connected to turbulent flow pipes.

b Pb = – 
(x)=x|x|-0.5
q= 

(x)=x
q= 

-qg

Pa= 0

Pd= - – 2

a

d

(x)=kx

-qg

(x)=x
q = 

(x)= x|x|-0.5
q= 

c

Pc= -2

Figure F1: Describing the system studied by Calvert and Keady (1991) using our notation, the nodes, flow values
and direction of flow on each arc, the pressures at the nodes, and the conductivity function on each arc.

The Pressure at node ‘a’ is always zero. That is,
Pa = 0

(1)

The vector for the remaining pressures ( x  X ) is:

X  R n1

(2)

Where x is simply a function depended on the head difference. That is, x = (P) and is not
necessarily the same value on each arc.
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The flow q(i,j), the flow from node i to j, in terms of the head loss, P, will be given by
q(i, j )   P

n 1

P

(3)

Where  is a constant that is dependent on the pipe diameter, roughness and length, and P is
the pressure loss  P  P( j )  P(i)
“Equilibrium at any node means that the sum of the flow of the pipes connected to the node
equals the consumptions, each with their proper sign. Thus, for any node j,

 q(i, j)  q ( j)
g

(4)

i

Where the summation runs over all pipes connected to node j.” Also, there is an obvious
consistency condition that the sum over all qg(j) is zero.
For the non-linear system, a convenient abbreviation is used for the conductivity function:

 ( x, n)  x x

n 1

(5)

However, the function is also written as  (x) , with the underlying implication that it applies to
an n, 0 < n < 1. In Figure 1, the  values imply that we have n = 0.5 on lines 2 and 4 while n =
1.0 on lines 1 and 3.
Throughout, it assumed that the pipe-friction law is generalized to be

q(i, j )   ij P(i)  P( j )

(6)

Let’s define
x

S ij ( x)    ij xˆ dxˆ
0

(7)

The function to be minimized is Vc, where Vc is defined by
n  2 n 1

Vo    S i , j P(i)  P( j ) 
i 0 j i 1

(8)

n 1

VC  Vo   q g ( j ) P( j )
j 1

(9)
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We already stated that Pa = 0, and Equation (6) states that q(i, j )   ij P(i)  P( j ) therefore,
with the knowledge that q2 = q4 =  , and q1 = q3 = , we have the following flow equations on
each arc:

1 Pa  Pb   P  qb  qT  qa

(10)

 3 Pc  Pd   P  qb  qT  qa

(11)

 2 Pa  Pc   P P

(12)

1

 4 Pb  Pd   P P

2

1

 qa
2

 qa

(13)

 5 Pb  Pc   kP

(14)

Therefore, with the knowledge that for each arc, x = P, we can calculate x in terms of  and 
and solve for Pb, Pc and Pd:
From equation (10)

 Pb  P  qb
Therefore,
Pb = -

(15)

Similarly, from equation (12),
 2 Pa  Pc   x x

1

2



Solving for x (with the knowledge that  > 0) we get,
x = 2
Therefore,
Pc = - 2

(16)

From equation (11), we have:

 3 Pc  Pd   x  
Substitiuting equation (16), we get: -2 – Pd = 
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Therefore,
Pd = --2 = qg + – 2

(17)

Therefore in summary,
Pc = - ;

Pb = - ;

Pd = - -  = qg +  -

Now that all the heads are in terms of 0 <  < - qg and the function VC(P) =c() where:
vC ( ) 



1
q g   2  2  3  1 k  2  q g  
2
3
2



2





2 3 1
  q g   2  q g  q g     2
3
2



Simplifying the equation, we get:



4
 1
vC ( )     2  q g   1  q g   k  2  q g  
3
 2



2

(18)

Therefore, we can solve vC ( ) where   0 or   q g (which are the absolute minimum and
maximum values respectively)
vC (0) 

1 2
kqg  0
2

 kqg 1 
vC (q g )  q g3 
   0
3
 2

Now taking the differential of vC ( ) with respect to  we get:
dvC  
 4 2  qg  2 1  qg   k  2  qg   2  1
d



dvC qa 
 2qa  12qa  qT   k qa2  qT  qa
dqa









(19)

Now solving equation (19) for  = 0 and  = -qg, we get the following

dvC
0  q g 1  k   0
d





dvC
 q g    2q g  1  q g  kqg2  q g 1  2q g kqg  1  0
d
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From equation (19), if k = 0,

dvC
k  0  2  12  q g 
d
Therefore, the minimizer at this k= 0 is   
However, for the case where   
dvC
d

 qg
 
 2

qg
2

qg
2

0

we obtain interesting results:


 q 2 q  k

   q g  10  k  g  g   1  q g q g 2  q g 
 4
2  4




Therefore,
dvC
d

 qg
 
 2

 0 if

 0 if

q g  2
 2  qg  0

(20)

Any minimum of vC in 0<  < -qg must occur when

2  12  q g   k  2  q g     0

(21)

That is, (taking the root of the equation)

  * k  

1 
 2  k  
2k 

2  k 2  4kqg 1  k 


(22)

However, our real interest is in Pd = - -  = q g +  - rather than  (the power consumption
for the system is defined as P = qg*Pd). Therefore, rewriting Pd in terms of C and k using
equation (22):
Pd = --2 = qg + – 2 = qg + )
Breaking down this equation into parts,
2k  2  k  
1     

2  k 2  4kqg 1  k 
2k

  2  3k 

2  k 2  4kqg 1  k 
2k
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 1    







 4k 2  12k  8  4q g k k  1  4k  4 2  k   4kqg 1  k 
2

4k 2





 k 2  3k  2  q g k k  1  k  1 2  k   4kqg 1  k 
2

k2
 k 2  q g k 2  3k  q g k  2k  1  k  1 2  k   4kqg 1  k 
2



k2

P* (d ; k )  q g   (1   )
Therefore,
P* (d ; k ) 





1
 2  3k  k 2  q g k 1  2k   k  1 2  k 2 4kqg 1  k 
2
k

(23)

For k = 0, the Pressure at node d can be calculated using equation (17).
Now, from equation (21), we can solve for
If (
Then,

)

[(

+

)+ (

+

+

d *
:
dk

)]

df
df
 2  2kqa*  k and
 qa2*  qa*  qT
dqa*
dk

Therefore,

d* f


x *
dk
k
f
dqa*
q 2  qa*  qT
  a*
dk
2  2kqa*  k

Also, we will solve for

dP* (d )
dk

(24)

using equations (17) and (24)

dP* (d ) P* (d ) 


x
 1  2*  *
dk
*
k
k
We already showed that for k close to zero or for -2 < qg <0,

(25)

dvC
d

 qg
 
 2


  0
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2

d *
1
1  q g q g
2
k  0   lim *  *  q g       q g 
dk
2 k 0
2 4
2




d*
k  0   1 q g q g  2
dk
8

(26)

Also we have,


dP* (d )
q
(k  0)  1  2 T
dk
 2



 1
  x  qT qT  2
 8

qg
dP* (d )
(k  0)  1  q g  q g  2
dk
8

Therefore, for -2 < qg < -1,

(27)

dP* (d )
dP (d )
(k  0)  0 and for all other values *
 0.
dk
dk
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